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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As the State of California continues to transition toward being 100% powered by renewable energy by 2045, offshore wind (OSW) is poised to provide a substantial contribution to the state’s green energy portfolio. Developing OSW energy resources along California’s Central Coast — as underpinned by current plans by the U.S. Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) to auction federal waters in the OSW planning area for up to 7 gigawatts (GW) of OSW development — has the potential not only to reduce carbon emissions on the electricity grid, but also to stimulate broad-based economic growth, create quality jobs in green energy, and benefit regional communities in and around San Luis Obispo County.

Recent advances in floating OSW technology have greatly reduced the cost of producing electricity, opening the door for commercial OSW farms to be developed in California. With the ocean floor along California’s coast sloping steeply downward into deep waters, offshore wind turbines must be installed on floating platforms, rather than being fixed to the ocean floor in shallow waters as is done along the East Coast and much of Europe. Given the physical scale and logistical complexity of developing floating OSW farms in California, including the need to develop an extensive supply chain to capture these benefits, meeting California’s long-term climate goals will require considerable coordination between government and industry to make the economic potential of OSW a reality.

This report analyzes the regional economic benefit to San Luis Obispo County for 3 to 7 GW of OSW development along California’s Central Coast. The regional economic benefit considered in this report provides a dynamic summary of the green job opportunities, value added, and fiscal returns from the project over time as a result of recurring project spending to meet the needs of an emerging OSW industry in the county.

The regional economic benefit fits within a larger context of economic benefits from green energy development in the State of California. The overarching economic benefit of OSW in California is derived from its ability to deliver electricity to the grid at minimum social cost. It is not possible to convert energy into power without cost, and minimizing the social cost of producing electricity on the grid must consider both private costs (what electricity suppliers must pay) and external costs (e.g., greenhouse gas emissions, wildlife disruption). The state’s ambitious goal of achieving a
zero-carbon, renewable electricity mix by 2045 implicitly places a large weight on greenhouse gas emissions in the calculation of social cost, tilting the economic balance toward the evaluation of carbon-free electricity projects that minimize private costs.

Relative to other renewable energy resources, OSW has a favorable time profile of electricity delivery. OSW farms produce peak electricity during evening hours, reducing storage needs when mixed in a renewable energy portfolio with solar power generation that delivers peak energy in the middle of the day. Relative to commercial solar power, OSW energy can generate electricity around the clock, resulting in a capacity factor of 50%, almost double that of commercial solar power.\(^1\) The levelized cost of energy ($/MWh), which represents the long-run average cost of electricity generation over the life of a power plant, is approaching parity with commercial solar photovoltaic systems and nuclear power as recent technological advances have greatly reduced the cost of floating OSW.\(^2\)

An important challenge for floating OSW energy development is minimizing transportation and logistical costs between the OSW field and the specialized wind ports that serve them. Given the massive size of OSW turbines, final assembly must take place in reinforced quays at a port, either at a waterfront manufacturing hub (likely in Asia) or at a specialized wind port that receives floating foundations, towers and turbines from the manufacturing center and assembles them locally. Developing a specialized wind port provides a foothold for regional economic values to be generated in California by providing assembly, maintenance and repair jobs for turbines that might otherwise be towed into federal waters off California’s coast from international manufacturing centers.

The economics of OSW development are driven by tremendous fixed costs that must be incurred upfront to make floating OSW power a reality. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) estimates that installing an OSW farm with 1 GW nameplate capacity involves investing largely unrecoverable capital expenditures (CapEx) of more than $5.5 billion, which requires OSW turbines to be maintained and connected to the electricity grid for extended periods of time to recoup the initial, upfront investment. The economics of energy projects that involve high fixed costs and low variable costs favor maximizing the time OSW turbines spend on the water generating electricity for the grid, as the opportunity cost of down time for turbine maintenance and repair can quickly erode the economic value of OSW. The need to maintain OSW turbines for a large number of days on the water to recoup the initial capital investment, in turn, highlights the need to develop specialized wind ports for assembly and repair of wind turbines in close proximity to the OSW farms.

The center for job creation from floating OSW farms will be at the ports. For this reason, the regional economic value calculated in this report presumes a specialized wind port is available to assemble and repair floating OSW turbines in San Luis Obispo County.

Making economic benefits from OSW development a reality for San Luis Obispo County will require developing a specialized wind port as a hub for OSW jobs and regional supply-chain development.
In the event a specialized port is not constructed in the county, the regional economic benefits considered here will not materialize in San Luis Obispo County, but instead will occur in the county that provides the port. Making economic benefits from OSW development a reality for San Luis Obispo County will require developing a specialized wind port as a hub for OSW jobs and regional supply-chain development. An important next step to attaining the economic benefits detailed in this report is to conduct a feasibility study for developing a specialized wind port in San Luis Obispo County.

The economic benefit of OSW development on the Central Coast is derived from the following activities: port construction, planning, assembly, operation and maintenance (O&M) and decommissioning (recommissioning).

Virtually all the jobs to support these activities will occur at the specialized wind port, which is the physical entity that ties OSW farms located in federal waters to a staging area on California’s coast.

Unlocking California’s offshore wind energy potential is a case study in the challenges and opportunities involved in the 21st-century clean energy transition. Deploying floating OSW farms off California’s coastline will require developing an entirely new industry in California that must surmount major transmission infrastructure requirements, address electricity storage needs, and provide integrated resource planning to smooth the timing of electricity delivery from solar, land-based wind, offshore wind, hydropower and geothermal sources in a renewable energy portfolio. The emerging OSW industry in California currently lags far behind China and the EU in supply-chain development, and its success will depend largely on coordinated policy decisions by state and regional government to provide clear, market signals for stakeholders.

Investor confidence is needed to develop regional supply chains for OSW energy development in California. In-state production of the full range of OSW farm components, including turbines and floating foundations, is not a reality today, but is possible if state and federal planners send clear signals to OSW developers that investing in OSW manufacturing capacity in California will be rewarded by long-term market development. If state planners fail to provide clear market signals on the outlook for OSW in California, it is likely that much of the supply chain will continue to be outsourced to international manufacturing hubs in China and South Korea for turbines and floating foundations, reducing the potential for economic benefits to be realized over time in California.

The regional economic benefit of OSW development considered in this report does not include additional values that can be created through the long-term development of manufacturing capacity for turbines and floating foundations in California. Indeed, the current gap between California’s capability for OSW manufacturing and the rest of the world remains large. Instead, the report considers the construction and operation of a small, specialized wind port in San Luis Obispo County that acts as a receiving point for manufactured components and engages in the assembly, repair and maintenance of floating OSW turbines.

A key implication of the study is that the regional economic value of OSW farm development off the Central Coast of California will be largely captured by the county that develops a specialized wind port for assembly and repair of OSW turbines. Given the large scale of offshore wind turbines, which
are many times larger than onshore turbines, it is not possible to transport OSW turbines by truck or rail, requiring these activities to take place directly at a port. For this reason, installing, operating, and maintaining a field of 3–7 GW of OSW farms in the region will require developing an extensive supply chain to support the hub of economic activity centered at the specialized wind port.

The economic benefit to San Luis Obispo County from OSW farm development is defined by several key phases:
- construction of a specialized wind port
- assembly of OSW turbines at the port
- an operation and maintenance (O&M) period that relies on the specialized wind port to repair and maintain OSW turbines
- a decommissioning (or alternatively recommissioning) period at the end of each 30-year lease

With current technology, all phases of floating OSW development will take place in a port, either by making use of a specialized wind port for final assembly of OSW turbines in California, or by floating fully assembled structures into place directly from existing manufacturing centers in Asia.

The main findings of the report are as follows. Table E1 shows regional job and output creation during the 5-year construction phase of the specialized wind port.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Full-Time Equivalent Jobs</th>
<th>Total Output (million $s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County</td>
<td>11,825</td>
<td>$2,022.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>$38.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey County</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>$5.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of California</td>
<td>3,837</td>
<td>$929.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>California Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>15,925</strong></td>
<td><strong>$2,996.89</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table E2 shows the total job and output for a representative 1 GW OSW farm over a 35-year horizon through 2058 that includes planning, assembly, a 25-year period for operation and maintenance, and a 3-year decommissioning period. Economic output includes local spending on labor, materials and services and does not include the value of the energy created. The value of the representative 1 GW OSW farm is in addition to the value created during the 5-year period of port construction.
Table E3 provides a breakdown of the regional economic benefit to San Luis Obispo County in terms of average wages, employee compensation and total output resulting from direct project spending, indirect activity stimulated through supply-chain development, and induced economic activity from employee spending. Employee compensation includes wages and fringe benefits paid for by employers.

Table E4 compares the annual average economic benefit from operating a mature 3 GW vs. 7 GW field of OSW farms. These values are based on a scenario of perpetual lease renewal in which OSW turbines are floated back to the specialized wind port for recommissioning at the end of each lease, followed by redeployment of OSW turbines for subsequent use. The values are based on a perpetual O&M period that begins on the date of final installation of the field in a perpetual cycle of maintenance and repair through the end of the service life of each 1 GW OSW farm. The annual economic benefit of maintaining a mature field of OSW farms is in addition to the economic benefit from construction of a specialized wind port in Table E1.
Table E5 compares the annual fiscal benefits from taxes collected at the county and state level from perpetual operation of a mature 3 GW vs. 7 GW field of OSW farms. Economic benefits are particularly important to San Luis Obispo County given the planned closure of the Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP). The development of OSW farms just beyond sightlines from the Central Coast could be particularly beneficial to San Luis Obispo County by providing jobs in the affiliated green energy sector of the regional economy.

Table E5. Summary of Annual Fiscal Benefits from 3 GW vs 7 GW OSW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tax Basis</th>
<th>3 GW Field</th>
<th>7 GW Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>County Taxes (million $/yr)</td>
<td>State Taxes (million $/yr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialized Wind Port</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property Taxes</td>
<td>$17.00</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSW Capital Spending</td>
<td>$21.33</td>
<td>$49.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unitary Taxes</td>
<td>$4.34</td>
<td>$10.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Spending</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Income Tax</td>
<td>$1.70</td>
<td>$4.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Income Tax</td>
<td>$18.26</td>
<td>$54.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail Sales Tax</td>
<td>$7.02</td>
<td>$20.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$21.34</td>
<td>$48.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Over time, economic opportunities can change in ways that are difficult to predict prior to the initial investment. As installed wind farm capacity in California increases over time, both in Central California as well as other regions, it is likely that regional supply chains develop further. This would occur through cost-reducing learning effects, and potentially even through the creation of a manufacturing industry for floating OSW foundations, towers, and turbines in California that would allow a greater share of inputs to be locally sourced from producers in the state. Coordinated development of OSW in California and elsewhere in the U.S. has the potential to greatly expand the regional economic impact for a given level of capital expenditure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As the State of California moves toward meeting its ambitious clean energy and climate goals — underscored by targets to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 1990 levels by 40% by 2030 and 80% by 2050 and to achieve a zero-carbon, renewable electricity mix by 2045 — offshore wind (OSW) is poised to provide a substantial contribution. With 112 GW of technical offshore wind resource potential along its coastline, the OSW energy sector alone is capable of meeting more than 1.5 times the state’s annual electricity demand.

California’s current power supply has already started to shift toward renewable, zero-carbon sources. In 2019, the State of California derived approximately 32% of its electricity from renewable sources (including 12% solar and 10% onshore wind) and 55% GHG-free, including 9% nuclear power (16,163 GWh) from Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP). Yet, despite the recent development of commercial solar power in California, including four commercial solar plants in San Luis Obispo County, the growth of zero-emission electricity supply is not on target to meet California’s clean energy goals. Based on recent emissions inventory data, California emitted 424 million metric tons (MMT) of CO2e in 2017, which implies that reducing statewide emissions below the 260 MMT of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) limit by 2030 will require reducing emissions by an average of 13 MMT of CO2e annually, nearly double the annual rate of 7 MMT of CO2e achieved over the past decade.

Much of the movement toward clean energy supply will need to take place on California’s electricity grid. On January 28, 2021, General Motors Co. set an ambitious target to completely phase out gasoline- and diesel-powered vehicles globally by 2035. The movement of large automakers to the electricity grid compounds the findings of recent California Energy Commission (CEC) and California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) studies that indicate the state will require two to six times more renewable power capacity by 2050 than is installed today to meet its policy goals under AB 32, implying a need for between 100 to 150 GW of new renewable power capacity.

1.1 RECENT TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES MAKE FLOATING OFFSHORE WIND POSSIBLE

Unlike the coastline on the East Coast of the U.S., the ocean floor slopes steeply downward into deep waters off the California coastline, requiring the use of floating platforms for OSW. Recent advances in floating platform technologies for OSW turbines have greatly reduced the cost of developing floating OSW farms, making it possible to build OSW farms to scale in California that rival the generation capacity of fixed platform technologies, as used over the past several decades in the shallower waters off the East Coast and Europe. Floating wind technology, which relies on mooring lines and anchors to tether platforms to the ocean floor, has the advantage of allowing offshore wind turbines to be placed further from shore, where the wind speeds are generally faster and more consistent, allowing greater power generation while limiting sight impacts from shore. While the technology for floating OSW has been demonstrated successfully in pilot projects around the world,
a commercial scale floating offshore wind farm has not yet been deployed in the United States.\(^7\) The Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) recently initiated the leasing process for three potential offshore wind sites in approximately 687,832 acres of federal waters off the California coast to be auctioned for commercial OSW production as early as 2022.\(^8\) BOEM identified Call Areas located off the coast of Central California and the northernmost region of the state (Humboldt Bay). Additionally, two more sites (Del Norte and Cape Mendocino) were identified in studies by BOEM and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) for potential future OSW development. Together, development of the initial Call Areas identified by BOEM could support approximately 9 GW of offshore wind development, up to 7 GW of which is in the OSW planning area on the Central Coast. The development of 7 GW of OSW in the Central Coast OSW planning area would provide roughly 11% of the state’s current electricity needs (30,660 GWh out of 277,704 GWh in California’s 2019 energy mix).\(^9\)

Floating offshore wind technology, which is relatively new, has already demonstrated impressive capacity factors of over 50 percent, roughly twice that of commercial solar.\(^10\) The capacity factor of OSW is greater than that of commercial solar because OSW can generate electricity 24 hours a day,\(^11\) and recent engineering studies project that California’s floating offshore wind turbines could reach capacity factors of over 70 percent of their maximum theoretical output.\(^12\)

### 1.2 OUTLOOK FOR OSW IN CALIFORNIA

The development of OSW energy, which has not been featured prominently in California’s resource planning analyses to date, offers several distinct advantages over alternative renewable energy sources. Unlike commercial-scale solar power and onshore wind, where many of the most productive sites in California have already been developed, OSW represents a large and highly scalable resource in California that remains largely untapped. Although OSW development is subject to siting concerns such as exclusion zones from the Department of Defense and Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) and entails potential impacts to local fisheries, marine mammals and ocean shipping lanes, the development of OSW remains relatively unimpeded by the property rights concerns associated with developing onshore resources. OSW farms can also be located close to coastal load centers and make use of available transmission capacity, eliminating the need to install costly transmission lines to deliver electricity to the California grid.

Developing OSW technology in California will require significant capital investment. In the U.S., total investment in the offshore wind industry is expected to reach $17 billion by 2025, $108 billion by 2030 and $166 billion by 2035, roughly two-thirds of which will go to the construction industry, 25% to the turbine O&M and associated supply chain, with much of the remainder...
allocated to the transportation industry and ports.13

As OSW technology continues to develop, it is rapidly becoming cost-competitive with traditional energy sources, making floating OSW farms capable of achieving acceptable commercial returns. A recent study indicates that including offshore wind in the state’s energy mix would produce ratepayer savings of approximately $1 to $2 billion by 2040 on a net present value (NPV) basis, with floating OSW becoming part of the least-cost portfolio by 2030.14

Before offshore wind platforms can be constructed, suitable ports must be established for staging and assembly of floating turbines onshore. Because offshore floating turbines are larger than land-based wind turbines, with expected heights exceeding 700 ft, turbine blades for OSW are too large to be transported on existing highways or rail lines, requiring the assembly of turbines on floating platforms to occur quayside, with finished wind turbines delivered by ship directly from the specialized wind port to the offshore site where the moorings and anchors are placed. For this reason, the specialized wind port is the center for job creation from OSW development. Virtually all supply chains that develop to meet the unique requirements of offshore wind originate and terminate at the specialized wind port.

This report evaluates the economic impact to San Luis Obispo County and the State of California from the development of one or more OSW farms and the associated port and transmission infrastructure in and around the Morro Bay Call Area. The Central California region is ideal for offshore wind development for several reasons:

• Wind speeds are generally strong15
• The region has existing connections to the state’s electrical grid
• Much of the coast is outside of national marine sanctuaries where disturbance to the seabed is prohibited
• The region is favorably positioned between major population centers with high power demand in Northern and Southern California.

1.3 ECONOMIC VALUE OF OFFSHORE WIND

When evaluating the regional economic stimulus created by OSW development in San Luis Obispo County, it is important to place these values in context with the overall economic value of OSW development for California. The overall economic benefit of OSW is captured by transactions between electricity providers and consumers (households and businesses) in California’s electricity market. Consumer benefits in the electricity market are greatest when electricity prices are low. Because converting energy to power requires cost, the most valuable sources of power in an electricity portfolio are those that deliver electricity to the grid at the lowest cost. Indeed, for a fixed amount of electricity generation to meet consumer demand, economic benefits are maximized when electricity is supplied to consumers at minimum cost.

One difficulty in assessing the economic value of renewable energy sources is the distinction between private and social cost. The economic value is greatest for an energy portfolio that meets consumer demand at minimum social cost, which is the sum of private cost and external cost. Private costs reflect actual costs incurred by electricity suppliers, for instance the levelized cost
of electricity (LCOE) used to evaluate energy investments over time, while external costs refer to costs society incurs that are not captured in the electricity market, for instance the cost imposed on future generations from GHG emissions today.\textsuperscript{16} For this reason, a coal–fi red electricity plant may have lower private costs than a floating OSW farm, while the wind farm nevertheless has lower social costs, a distinction that can be lost when comparing different potential energy sources based strictly on private costs such as the LCOE.

Another difficulty in assessing the economic value of renewable energy sources is the distinction between fixed and variable cost. In the case of OSW energy, substantial fixed costs must be sunk up front to assemble, install and connect floating wind turbines to the electricity grid; however, once this investment has been made, the turbines generate electricity at extremely low marginal cost during their entire period of operation. A relevant factor that underpins the economic value of a renewable energy project is the LCOE, which represents the average cost of electricity generation over the life of the project. Because fixed costs are so high to install floating OSW turbines and marginal costs are so low, the LCOE for OSW is highly sensitive to the duration in which a wind turbine can be deployed. Minimizing the LCOE from an OSW project involves maximizing the time a wind turbine is operating on the water, providing electricity at low marginal cost to the grid.

Economic values considered in this report focus on the regional economic impact of a given level of project spending on job creation and economic output in San Luis Obispo County. Specifically, the values calculated in this report provide a mapping from a given amount of direct investment in capital and labor in the county to the economic output and jobs that result from regional supply chain development and the affiliated increase in sales and output that spill across other regional industries from the spending of workers and business who derive income from the project (i.e., the economic “multiplier”).

The regional economic benefit to developing OSW farms in San Luis Obispo County represents only the value captured by the regional supply chain for a given amount of direct spending on OSW. The proper interpretation of the results is the projected economic value realized by San Luis Obispo County from a given level of project spending (private cost), rather than the overall economic benefit that results from minimizing the social costs of electricity generation.

To understand this distinction, consider the effect of increasing the distance between OSW farms off the coast of Central California and the specialized wind port that serves them. As the distance increases between the OSW farms and the specialized wind port, the LCOE rises due to increased transportation and logistical costs of wind turbine installation and repair, reducing time on the water for wind turbines to operate and resulting in higher electricity prices. The overall economic value of the OSW project decreases over distance from the specialized wind port, compounded by an increase in the external costs of carbon emissions in the transportation sector. However, because private costs are higher for OSW projects that involve greater distances to the specialized wind port, locating OSW farms farther away from the port raises the economic value of the project to the regional economy, for instance by adding jobs in the water transportation industry. Put differently, the economic value to the regional economy will appear larger as the distance increases between the OSW farms and the port, whereas the overall economic value of the OSW project is larger when OSW
farms are situated in closer proximity to the specialized wind ports.

While developing projects with lower LCOE and lower external costs from pollution in the transportation sector provide the greatest overall economic value, projects with higher LCOE provide greater stimulus to the regional economy. Thus, the proper interpretation of the regional economic values calculated in this report are the impacts to San Luis Obispo County from a fixed level of project spending.

---

**THE CENTRAL CALIFORNIA REGION IS IDEAL FOR OFFSHORE WIND DEVELOPMENT FOR SEVERAL REASONS:**

01. Wind speeds are generally strong

02. The region has existing connections to the state’s electrical grid

03. Much of the coast is outside of national marine sanctuaries where disturbance to the seabed is prohibited

04. The region is favorably positioned between major population centers with high power demand in Northern and Southern California
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2. INDUSTRY BACKGROUND AND REQUIREMENTS

Interest is growing for the development of OSW in California as large-scale adoption of renewable energy is needed to substitute for fossil fuel-generated electricity under the state's ambitious climate goals.

Along the coastline of California, the ocean floor slopes steeply downward into deep waters, requiring the use of floating platforms for OSW, as opposed to platforms fixed to the ocean floor like those currently used in shallower waters along the East Coast. Recent advances in floating platform technologies have greatly reduced the cost of developing floating OSW farms, making it possible to build OSW to scale in California. Floating OSW farms have the potential to provide California with a reliable source of renewable energy that can deliver electricity to California’s homes and business during times of peak energy demand, while operating largely at distances beyond the sightlines of coastal property. (See Figure 2.1.)

Figure 2.1. Schematic of a Floating Offshore Wind Farm

According to NREL, California’s offshore technical resource capacity is about 112 GW.17 BOEM has initiated plans to develop OSW power off the coast of California in a recent call for information from companies interested in purchasing commercial wind energy leases in federal waters off the coast of Central and Northern California. Specifically, the Call Areas for BOEM identify three potential OSW sites off the coast of California: Humboldt Bay, Morro Bay and Diablo Canyon. The Central California Call Area offers a combined electricity generation capacity of 7 GW for OSW.

Developing OSW energy on the Central Coast to its full potential will require cooperation from the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD). Following the announcement of the BOEM Call Areas in 2018, DOD assessments found OSW development in the region to be incompatible with the wide array of critical DOD operations, citing significant mission activities in the Diablo Canyon Call Area.18
Subsequently, a group comprised of DOD, BOEM, NOAA's Office of National Marine Sanctuaries, Congressman Carbajal and Congressman Panetta has focused on expanding the OSW planning area by considering potential development areas proximate to and within the Morro Bay Call Area that may be compatible with DOD operations. While the Diablo Canyon Call Area may not be developed due to other ocean use and environmental conflicts, there is sufficient sea space in and around the Morro Bay Call Area to support 7 GW of OSW.

Figure 2.2 shows the Morro Bay and Diablo Canyon Call Areas initiated by BOEM, and Figure 2.3 shows a proposed modification to the Morro Bay planning area that would accommodate 7 GW of OSW development in and around the Morro Bay Call Area.19

**Figure 2.2. The Morro Bay and Diablo Canyon Call Areas**

Developing up to 7 GW of OSW farm capacity in and around the Morro Bay Call Area has the advantage of making use of available grid interconnections in San Luis Obispo County through the existing 500-kV transmission lines at Diablo Canyon and Morro Bay. However, realizing the renewable energy potential for floating OSW energy development in and around the Morro Bay Call Area represents a massive undertaking for Central California communities.
The deployment of floating OSW platforms presents complex manufacturing, logistical and maintenance challenges. Making OSW a reality for California will require development of an extensive, regional supply chain, much of which has the potential to be centered in San Luis Obispo County. To ensure that critical elements of this supply chain take root in California, providing jobs and income for Central Coast residents (as opposed to outsourcing these needs to other regions), the development of OSW farms will require major upgrades to Central California’s infrastructure for ports, transportation and transmission.

**Figure 2.3. Proposed Expansion to the Morro Bay Call Area**

Three elements are imperative for success in OSW development:

- the availability of a specialized wind port and port infrastructure
- ensuring enough transmission capacity and interconnection to the electric grid
- access to a reliable, well-trained workforce for wind farm construction and O&M.

The payoff to the San Luis Obispo County region for developing a regional supply chain for OSW power is the creation of a green energy sector that can provide head-of-household jobs, health and retirement benefits, and career opportunities for workers in the green economy, including the potential to deliver jobs to workers from disadvantaged communities.20
THREE ELEMENTS ARE IMPERATIVE FOR SUCCESS IN OSW DEVELOPMENT:

01. The availability of a regional port and port infrastructure

02. Ensuring enough transmission capacity and interconnection to the electric grid

03. Access to a reliable, well-trained workforce for wind farm construction and O&M

The payoff to the San Luis Obispo County region for developing a regional supply chain for OSW power is the creation of a green energy sector that can provide head-of-household jobs, health and retirement benefits, and career opportunities for workers in the green economy, including the potential to deliver jobs to workers from disadvantaged communities.
2.1 TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION

California differs from the Northeast U.S. in that its deep coastal waters require a different type of offshore wind technology: floating platforms for wind turbines. Floating platform technology for OSW has been successfully demonstrated in multiple jurisdictions worldwide, with larger-scale commercial projects being planned and contracted for deployment in the near future. While the cost of floating offshore wind today remains higher than the fixed-bottom offshore wind that prevails on the East Coast, the technology is now well understood and the cost of OSW power is expected to decline rapidly with the scale of deployment as commercialization continues.

Each floating offshore wind system consists of a commercially available floating support structure and a large offshore wind turbine generator. The proposed plant, located approximately 45 km offshore, is expected to have between 70 and 100 floating windmills.

Floating OSW technology requires no piling, making it well-suited for deep and variable seabed conditions. Each floating windmill is attached by anchor to the sea floor as seen in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4. Floating OSW

Floating OSW technology has other benefits over fixed OSW foundations as well. Floating wind turbines can be larger, anchored in deeper water, towed back to shore for major repairs and upgrades, and safer for ground risk, shore-side assembly and deployment further offshore compared to fixed OSW foundations.

There are four basic components of an OSW turbine: the tower, nacelle, hub and blades. These components (OSW turbines to towers and floating platforms) are all delivered by marine vessels for final assembly in bays within the specialized wind port. Before any components are attached to
the floating platform at the specialized wind port, the hub is connected to the nacelle and attached to the tower, which is typically composed of three or four different segments. The bottom segment of the tower is attached to the floating platform, the remaining tower segments are stacked on top of the structure, and then the assembled nacelle–hub is attached to the top of the tower by a crane, where the turbine blades are attached to complete the assembly of the OSW turbine. Once the turbine is attached to the floating platform as a finished OSW turbine, the floating platform is connected to a ship and transported to the offshore windfarm location (see Figure 2.5), where it is installed to anchors and moorings on the offshore site.

**Figure 2.5. Transportation of an Assembled OSW Turbine**

Each OSW farm, which is projected to have a nameplate capacity of 1 GW, is composed of arrays of individual OSW turbines. The capacity of an individual OSW turbine to generate power is currently in the range of 3 MW to 15 MW. For the baseline 1 GW OSW farm considered in this report, a 1 GW OSW farm consists of 100 individual wind turbines, each with a 10 MW nameplate capacity.

### 2.2 OSW Power Has a Favorable Time Profile on the Electricity Grid

OSW power on the Central Coast of California (CCC) provides electricity at favorable times. Offshore wind power on the CCC peaks each day during evening hours and reaches its maximum potential during spring and summer months of the year. This timing profile for power delivery matches favorably with wholesale energy prices on the California Independent System Operator (CAISO) electricity grid. Electricity demand is highest during the summer and peaks at around 6 p.m. in summer months (Wang et al. 2019). In contrast, solar and onshore wind generation peak at times of relatively low electricity demand, creating problems for reliability and functionality of the grid. Solar power production peaks around noon, whereas land–based wind peaks around midnight.
The timing of peak offshore wind power production aligns well in a portfolio of energy sources that provide peak power at different times. Developing a reliable electricity portfolio by combining renewable sources smooths out deliveries on the grid, relaxing supply constraints in a system with limited storage capability.²⁶

Combining OSW with onshore wind and solar power results in a more reliable delivery profile for renewable energy that better matches with electricity demand. Superior matching displaces reliance on carbon-intensive, natural gas (“peaker”) plants during evening hours, and as fossil-fuel based electricity sources are phased out over time in California, reduces reliance on costly, grid-scale lithium-ion battery storage.

Figure 2.6 demonstrates the hourly value of OSW in a renewable energy portfolio. The value of electricity generated at different times is represented by the RESOLVE price calculated by Energy and Environmental Economics (E3). The RESOLVE model estimates the optimal price of alternative energy solutions during each hour of the day, taking into account hourly operations of alternative energy solutions during each hour of the day, the intraday variability of load and renewable generation, planning reserve requirements, and an annual greenhouse gas constraint that the whole system must operate at a level of emissions below the maximum emission cap.²⁷

Figure 2.6. The Diurnal Pattern of Offshore Wind Power and Energy Prices


2.3 PORT INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIREMENTS

The large size of modern OSW turbines limits the transport of finished products over land. As a result, the final assembly of OSW towers, which involves attaching turbine blades to floaters, must
occur at a waterfront location with a large amount of acreage, a specialized wind port facility and quays that have been reinforced to withstand heavy loads.

The development of a regional supply chain for OSW in this report assumes that suitable specialized wind port facilities will be available for manufacturing and assembly of OSW turbines. Two alternatives appear potentially viable for OSW development on the Central Coast:

- construction of a specialized wind port in San Luis Obispo
- assembly at other ports in California, such as Oxnard (Port Of Hueneme), Long Beach, San Diego and Eureka, where the Port of Humboldt Bay has been proposed to be refurbished as a specialized wind port for the assembly of OSW turbines.28

Because the existing capacity for floater assembly is lacking on the West Coast, the manufacturing of floating foundations for OSW turbines will likely occur outside of the U.S. The role of the specialized wind port is to conduct final assembly of the wind turbine in a staging area situated as near as possible to the OSW farm to economize on transportation cost and logistical issues during installation, repair and decommissioning of OSW farms. Based on the experience of OSW farms in the U.K., the tower pieces are imported from Denmark or Spain, with final assembly occurring on-site in reinforced quays. For OSW farm development on the Central Coast, the height of some components limits the location of a specialized wind port to those without height limitations from features such as bridges, which precludes use of the Port of Oakland due to clearance limits on the Bay Bridge and Golden Gate Bridge.

As the distance increases between the OSW farm and the specialized wind port where final assembly occurs, the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) rises due to the additional transport cost. Greater distances between OSW farms and the specialized wind port makes projects less practical for industry partners seeking to provide zero-carbon electricity to consumers at minimal cost. The LCOE rises over distance from the port not only due to transportation costs and the related logistical issues associated with scheduling shipping lanes, but also due to the high opportunity cost of removing OSW turbines from the water for repair. Repair of OSW turbines with existing technology requires removing floating OSW structures from offshore mooring and towing the structures into the specialized wind port, which requires scheduling shipping lanes and arranging transport during periods of relatively calm seas.

Given the high fixed cost and low variable cost of generating electricity from OSW, the economics of OSW favor keeping OSW turbines on the water and connected to the grid for as long a period as possible to recover the sunk cost of installing them. Distance from the port reduces the number of days OSW turbines are on the water, which erodes the economic benefit to California from developing OSW farms.

The Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC) conducted a detailed assessment of port construction requirements for OSW in 2017, including the potential for both turbine and foundation manufacturing. A major finding of the study was that the sheer distance required to transport OSW components from overseas is likely to incentivize investment in U.S. manufacturing facilities.29 At the present time, it is anticipated that both floating platforms and turbines for OSW will be shipped
to California from overseas, likely from South Korea or China, then received at a specialized wind port for final assembly and installation on an OSW farm.

The specialized wind port where assembly occurs must have protected waters and no overhead obstruction for fully assembled turbines to be towed out, standing, to the offshore site (see Figure 2.7). The sheer scale of OSW turbines imposes land requirements for manufacturing to take place in the specialized wind port. Providing throughput of 500 MW per year of OSW at the port with the 10–15 MW turbines available today will require about 50 acres of land for movement, storage and assembly.

**Figure 2.7. Turbine Assembly and Assembled Turbine in Port**

In 2016, BOEM commissioned a study on the suitability of various California ports for OSW assembly. The study identified Port Of Hueneme as the most suitable existing port for OSW assembly, followed by Long Beach and San Diego. However, as Collier (2017) reports, all of the recommended ports suitable for OSW assembly are constrained by available land adjacent to the port that would be necessary for manufacturing. In the case of Port Of Hueneme, land constraints limit the ability of the port to take on new manufacturing without making use of land on the existing Navy yard, and logistical problems arranging transportation through the Santa Barbara Channel hamper its ability to serve as a specialized wind port for multiple, large-scale OSW farms off the Central Coast.

Apart from making use of existing ports, another possibility is to develop one or more specialized ports for assembly of OSW turbines in California. Humboldt Bay in Eureka has a deep-water harbor
and vast expanses of vacant industrial land that can be developed for OSW turbine (and even floater) assembly; however, the use of Humboldt Bay for OSW development faces major logistical challenges for land transport and the region lacks grid interconnection as a hub for OSW. In contrast, the Central California area offers reliable grid interconnection at Morro Bay Power Plant (MBPP) and Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) but lacks a deep-water port.

While it may be possible to serve floating OSW farms in Central California from Port Of Hueneme or an expanded port facility in Humboldt Bay, the economic practicality of installing and maintaining OSW farms from distant ports will require a reliability study. Given the need to maintain OSW turbines on the water and keep them connected to the grid to recover the significant fixed costs of OSW development, further study is needed to model the ability to service OSW farms from these more distant ports. The economic viability of serving floating OSW farms from distant ports depends on the repair cycle for OSW turbines, including the probability that failed systems can be scheduled for service quickly under port capacity, logistic and weather constraints.

DCPP decommissioning makes available a potentially suitable site to develop a specialized port facility for OSW. The benefits of developing a specialized wind port for OSW on the DCPP property include:

- site availability
- potential for brownfield development
- a local revenue source from port fees and land improvements
- reduced accident risk from the proposed DCPP decommissioning.

A specialized wind port at DCPP would facilitate removal of DCPP decommissioning material by sea instead of by road. A recent UCLA Transportation Risk Analysis finds that barge transport involves lower transportation risk (i.e., accidents, injuries, fatalities) than trucking and rail transport during the period of DCPP decommissioning. Specifically, combining barge transport for the initial leg of the route with trucking and rail for subsequent legs reduces fatality risks by over 40 percent and injury risk by 32 percent.\(^3\)

In terms of the present study, the center for job creation and regional economic stimulus from OSW is at the ports. A port facility provides a coordination point in the supply chain for manufacturing, assembly, transportation and offshore installation of OSW turbines, as well as a maintenance yard for periodic repair and ultimately for disassembly and decommissioning. During the 25-year operating period of the OSW farm, the port provides facilities for turbine repair, stimulating the regional supply chain for manufactured components and support for O&M staff. Some turbine components can be transported by land, which creates incentives for regional supply chain development for a wide range of industrial parts’ manufacturers in California and even nationwide. However, because the sheer size of offshore turbines is so large that they must be transported by water, and because connecting the blades to tower sections and floating foundations requires final assembly to take place in reinforced quays, the regional supply chains for OSW originate and terminate at the port.
2.4 TRANSMISSION INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIREMENTS

Compared with other renewable technologies, OSW delivers power directly to coastal load centers where electricity is needed most. Much of the existing transmission infrastructure in California was developed during the time of coastal power plants, which now have been either decommissioned or slated for retirement. The San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station was shut down in 2013 and is currently being decommissioned.

In San Luis Obispo County, the 650 MW Morro Bay Power Plant (MBPP) closed in 2014, leaving behind valuable transmission infrastructure. The retirement of the Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) in 2025, which has a nameplate capacity of 2,256 MW and generated 16,163 GWh in 2019 for the California electricity grid, will free up an additional 6 GW of transmission capacity. Utilizing the combined 7 GW transmission capacity at DCPP and MBPP as interconnection points for OSW power reduces the cost of providing electricity on the grid.

The existing PG&E transmission infrastructure that connects DCPP and MBPP to the wholesale electricity grid represents a highly valuable economic asset that can be repositioned to receive electricity generated from OSW in Central California. The current DCPP transmission infrastructure is comprised of three 500-kilovolt (kV) high voltage direct current transmission lines that will become available for alternative use after closure of DCPP in 2025. The high cost of installing new electricity transmission lines creates an economic opportunity in San Luis Obispo County to repurpose the existing infrastructure for electricity transmission from OSW.

For comparison, development of a Northern California Call Area specialized wind port in Humboldt Bay will require new electricity transmission infrastructure to connect OSW power generation to the Bay Area with 500 kV transmission lines. The estimated cost of installing transmission infrastructure to convey electricity to the grid for the more limited 1.836 GW OSW development planned in the region is in the range of $1.7 billion to $3 billion, depending on overland or subsea transmission options. These costs are roughly in line with the projected cost of other electricity transmission projects in the U.S. For example, the projected construction cost for a single 500 kV direct current transmission line to deliver up to 3 GW of energy from Wyoming to the Eldorado Valley in Nevada was $3.5 billion in April 2013, an average cost of $4.2 million per mile over the length of the proposed 835-mile transmission line. The existing transmission structure connecting DCPP to the electricity grid already has three 500 kV direct current transmission lines in place.
2.5 REGIONAL SUPPLY CHAIN DEVELOPMENT

The ability of San Luis Obispo County to support the development of an OSW supply chain will greatly affect the regional economic impact of OSW development. Simply put, the economic impacts of OSW are larger for the region when the OSW industry derives a greater share of employment from the region, as local workers who receive paychecks from OSW projects, in turn, spend their dollars at local businesses in the community.

The establishment of a California-based OSW supply chain is an important factor in maximizing economic values derived in the State and San Luis Obispo County regions. Underpinning the need for regional supply chain development are the logistics for OSW development, which involves the delivery of the extremely large component parts required for turbine assembly into specialized wind ports. Due to the significant costs of long-distance ocean transit, the central hub for supply chain development will occur around the specialized wind port where OSW turbines are assembled.

In California, the initial development of OSW projects is likely to depend on floating foundations imported from abroad, with development of a regional supply chain needed for turbine assembly and for smaller machine components that can be manufactured domestically. For example, the foundations for California projects are likely to be manufactured in China, South Korea or Japan due to past investment in developing offshore wind manufacturing capacity, with a regional supply chain needed only for the final assembly of turbines that will take place in regional California ports. According to a recent UC Berkeley study, about 60 percent of all equipment in U.S. wind farms is currently manufactured domestically, with equipment suppliers such as GE, Siemens and Vestas having manufacturing facilities in South Carolina, Iowa and Kansas, and Colorado, respectively, while generators are sourced from Europe or Asia.

In East Asia and Europe, governments and wind turbine manufacturers have worked aggressively in recent years to develop complete supply chains for OSW, including factories and other facilities for manufacturing turbines, blades, towers and floating foundations in high-tech clusters developed in specialized wind ports. Several states on the East Coast, including Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Maryland and South Carolina, have taken steps in industrial planning to create manufacturing hubs for OSW, although the West Coast has lagged behind in light of the only recent advances in floating OSW technology over fixed platform technologies that can be used in the relatively shallow waters along the East Coast.

Deploying commercial-scale floating wind farms will require collaboration between a wide range of occupations, including skilled workers (pile drivers, divers, millwrights, plumbers, pipefitters, welders, cutters, solderers, brazers, carpenters, crane operators, electrical technicians, health and safety specialists), engineers (electrical, environmental, mechanical, marine, research, subsea structure design), various dock and marine laborers, vessel crews, plant managers, sales representatives, lawyers and administrative, marketing and communications professionals.

At least in the initial phases of OSW development in California, OSW foundations and wind turbines are likely to be transported from manufacturing facilities in Pacific Rim countries to one or more specialized wind port facilities in California, where wind turbines will be attached to floaters and assembled in quays, then barged to offshore sites to be anchored and connected to the electrical
grid. Once the turbines are installed and running, employment in the industry will then transition to an operations and maintenance (O&M) phase that will create additional jobs for regular inspection and repair. O&M jobs will largely be composed of environmental specialists, vessel crews and engineers, augmented by skilled workers, crane operators and installation workers at the port facility during times when repair and maintenance is needed.

Over a longer horizon, it is possible that OSW investment in specialized wind ports for assembly of commercial-scale floating wind farms leads to development of expertise in building floating foundations. A regional manufacturing facility for assembling floating OSW foundations would greatly reduce transportation and logistical costs. However, the analysis in this report does not consider the economic value of foundation manufacturing in California, because intermediate term options exist to economize on shipping costs by developing this manufacturing expertise elsewhere on the West Coast, for instance the Port of Seattle.

Several factors affect the level of regional supply chain development for assembling OSW turbines in San Luis Obispo County:

- the existing industrial base
- local content requirements
- skills of the workforce
- the timing of development.

The existing industrial base in the region is important for the ability to source electrical components and other aspects of turbine assembly from local suppliers in California. In the case of OSW, the project would build on the existing industrial base in the green energy sector of San Luis Obispo County and neighboring Monterey County, creating synergies among small businesses, construction and electrical workers involved in the construction and operation of the commercial solar farms in these counties, providing an immediate source of labor and electrical components that can transition to servicing OSW farms. Santa Barbara County has existing workers with experience operating on offshore oil and gas platforms, which facilitates the transition of workers in the region to new employment opportunities in the offshore installation component of the OSW industry such as setting anchors and moorings and offshore turbine installation.

Local content requirements and government incentives can also be used to stimulate development of a regional supply chain for OSW. Under a local content requirement, agreements can specify that a minimum share of local employment be maintained. For fabricated components that can be locally sourced, government investment and financial incentives can accelerate the pace of regional supply chain development. While there are legal restrictions to imposing local procurement and hiring requirements in California under the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution, there are, nevertheless, numerous policy tools available to increase local hiring. For example, Community Benefits Agreements (CBA) and Community Workforce Agreements (CWA) can be used by developers for infrastructure projects such as port construction and improvement. The use of local business enterprise (LBE) and disadvantaged business enterprise (DBE) provisions can also result in increased local procurement and hiring. 38
The relevant skills of the local workforce are also important for development of the regional supply chain for OSW. San Luis Obispo County is relatively small in terms of population but offers proportioned access for its size to a skilled workforce of construction and electrical workers, both due to the recent construction of commercial solar plants in the California Valley and active commercial and residential real estate sectors. The region also has businesses engaged in fiberglass manufacturing and marine vessel operators that have the skills needed to find employment in the OSW industry in the event that it develops in the county.

Finally, the size and timing of supply chain development is important. For a regional supply chain to develop, manufacturers must specialize in providing products that meet the needs of the industry, which in turn requires assurance that consistent demand will materialize for these products before permanent employees are hired and sunk costs are incurred to grow the industry. In the case of OSW development, investment decisions will be facilitated if regional manufacturers capable of providing labor, components and technical expertise to OSW farms have a clear expectation for sequential development of 6-7 GW of OSW farms staged over multiple years, relative to the case of a single 1 GW wind farm. The timing of OSW projects is also important if multiple wind farms enter production in Central California, as a steady flow of projects over time provides stronger incentives for regional supply chain development.

### 2.6 TIMING OF PROPOSED WIND FARM DEVELOPMENT

Staging and coordinated development of OSW is essential. For example, a single port harbor facility will become overburdened with multiple projects under construction at the same time. The maximum throughput for each quay in the port is one 10 MW wind turbine per week, and the wind turbine must be moved before work can begin on the subsequent turbine. Therefore, developers will need to consider multiple facility strategies and secure their options well ahead of time.

*Figure 2.8: Wind Turbine Development Timeline*
Figure 2.8 shows the timeline for OSW farm development. Following a project’s commissioning and turbine assembly phases, the operation and maintenance (O&M) period of OSW will also require ports for transportation of personnel and components (for offshore repairs and upgrades) and for receiving OSW turbines towed back to the port for repair.

Given the seasonal logistics of installing OSW turbines, throughput at the specialized wind port is expected to be approximately 500 MW per year during the assembly period. The assembly period considered in this report uses a more conservative time frame of 3 years for each 1 GW OSW farm. The Operations & Maintenance (O&M) period for each 1 GW OSW farm is then 25 years, followed by a decommissioning period of 3 years. The spending pattern for a single 1 GW OSW farm is punctuated by two spikes in regional employment, the first during the 3-year assembly phase of the OSW farm, and a subsequent and larger spike during the 3-year decommissioning phase, in which OSW turbines are taken back to the port and disassembled.

For a specialized wind port to support a 3 GW field of wind farms, the assembly period is prolonged from 3 years to 9 years by staging OSW turbine assembly in successive 3-year periods for each 1 GW OSW farms. Accordingly, for a specialized wind port to support a 7 GW field of OSW farms, the assembly period is prolonged from 3 years to 21 years. It is possible that this period would be shortened by bringing OSW turbines to the Central Coast from other nearby ports that develop the manufacturing capacity for OSW and/or by floating fully assembled structures into place from ports in Asia.

After OSW turbines are assembled and installed in the ocean, the specialized wind port conducts maintenance and repair operations for up to 7 GW of OSW during the O&M period for the projects. At a failure rate of once every 25 years for 10 MW wind turbines, the specialized wind port would need to accommodate the repair of approximately 28 wind turbines per year to support a 7 GW field of OSW farms.

### 2.7 EMPLOYMENT AND OUTPUT DEMOGRAPHICS IN SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY

As of 2019, San Luis Obispo County has a population of 283,111, 17.5% of whom are under the age of 18, 20.9% over the age of 65 and 5.92% veterans. From 2011 to 2016, the San Luis Obispo County population grew 3.8%.

Educational attainment in San Luis Obispo County (70%) is above the statewide average (62%) and national average (59%). Two out of 5 residents in the county have a bachelor’s degree or higher. San Luis Obispo County is predominantly white (69%), with the second largest ethnicity being Hispanic or Latino at 22%.

The San Luis Obispo County labor market supports 178,476 total jobs. In 2019, employment in the county was 2.08% farm jobs, 84.69% private nonfarm jobs and 13.23% public sector jobs, including state and local government employment and the military.

The average earnings level per worker in the county is $56,409, which is lower than both the state and national averages of $78,217 and $66,029, respectively. Figure 2.9 compares the income
distribution in San Luis Obispo County compared to California and the US. San Luis Obispo County workers are more likely to have medium and medium–high paying jobs in the $35,000 to $149,000 range than workers in the rest of California and the U.S. but are less likely to have jobs of $150,000 or more.

In the past 10 years, the county has seen significant job growth. Figure 2.10 illustrates the total number of jobs in the county versus the cumulative job growth rate from 2010.

Overall, about 30,000 additional jobs were created in San Luis Obispo County, representing a total 21% growth rate, and a 1.91% annual growth rate over the period. This figure is considerably larger than the US total over the period (18%), although smaller than that of California (25%). The strong job growth in San Luis Obispo County has led to comparatively low levels of unemployment, with an unemployment rate of 6.7% in December 2020, relative to the state average of 9%.

The greatest portion of jobs in San Luis Obispo County are in the tourism, hospitality and recreation, education and knowledge creation, and healthcare industries, which together make up 41%, or 50,000 jobs. Since 2010, the information and communication technologies industry experienced the greatest growth (51%), followed by the building and design industry (41%) and the defense, aerospace, and transportation manufacturing industries (37%). These rapidly growing industries provide the mid- to high-wage job growth in the county, with average wages ranging from $59,069 to $81,880.
Gross domestic product (GDP) in San Luis Obispo County was $19.1 billion in 2019, with GDP per capita of $67,340.48. Figure 2.11 shows the GDP growth rate in San Luis Obispo County over the last decade. Over the period of 2010 to 2019, San Luis Obispo County real GDP growth was 27.45%, exceeding the growth rate in national real GDP of 22.39%, but lagging behind the real GDP growth rate of 36.15% for California over the period.49

Figure 2.11: GDP Growth Rate in San Luis Obispo County, California, and the US
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METHODS AND SCOPE
3. METHODS AND SCOPE

3.1 SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The regional economic benefits calculated in this report are predicated on the development of a specialized wind port in San Luis Obispo County to provide service for up to 7 GW in OSW capacity in and around the Morro Bay Call Area. In the event that a specialized wind port for OSW assembly is not constructed in San Luis Obispo County, the regional economic benefit would instead materialize in whichever county provides the specialized wind port.

At the State of California level, the value of OSW development combined across all counties will be similar to the value reported here for the state-level impact, with one important caveat. If the specialized wind port is located farther away from the OSW farms than a neighboring county such as Monterey or Santa Barbara — for instance if a specialized wind port is developed in Humboldt Bay as a single hub for OSW assembly in California — then additional project cost would be required for water transportation (e.g., labor and fuel), raising direct spending at the more distant specialized wind port relative to the case considered here for a port in San Luis Obispo County. The resulting increase in direct project spending would result in greater job creation and larger regional economic benefits for the more distant county in the transportation industry; however, because the social cost of OSW increases with distance from the specialized wind port, both in terms of private costs and external costs incurred during water transportation, locating the specialized wind port farther from the OSW field results in lower economic benefits to California. Therefore, using values from regional economic models to make such a comparison would be misleading.

This report considers two phases of offshore wind (OSW) development off the Central Coast:

1. An initial planning period that involves construction of a specialized wind port in San Luis Obispo County.
2. OSW farm development with staged assembly of up to 7 GW capacity of OSW.

For both phases, the regional economic value captured in San Luis Obispo County is conditional on construction of a specialized wind port in the county, either on the DCPP property or elsewhere in the county.

If, for example, a specialized wind port was located on the existing DCPP property, the specialized wind port provides a conduit for job creation in San Luis Obispo County. The indirect benefits that would occur in the regional economy from the influx of new jobs at the port would extend to other counties in California, for instance through supply chain development to vendors, contractors and component manufacturers in Santa Barbara County, Ventura County, Monterey County and Kern County. The indirect purchases stimulated in different counties in California is accounted for in the model; however, because the regional supply chains for OSW projects likely will extend across state borders, the development of OSW in Central California will provide additional economic value for neighboring states in a manner that falls outside the lens of the model.

Workers employed at a specialized wind port in San Luis Obispo County will spend much of their
disposable income making induced purchases such as food, retail items and restaurant meals at establishments near their homes. The regional economic model matches employment at the specialized wind port to the available workforce in San Luis Obispo County, which implicitly assumes that available workers in San Luis Obispo County are employed at the specialized wind port before jobs are offered to workers outside the county. Thus, the regional economic value for San Luis Obispo County will attribute a greater share of induced spending by workers to establishments in San Luis Obispo County than if these workers commute to work from residences across county lines. Given the proximity between DCPP and nearby population centers in Northern Santa Barbara County such as Santa Maria and Orcutt, a share of the regional economic value attributed to San Luis Obispo County in this report will materialize in Santa Barbara County for workers commuting across county lines.

The model used to calculate regional economic benefits in this report matches workers employed in San Luis Obispo County to the available workforce in San Luis Obispo County. Specifically, the model assigns jobs in San Luis Obispo to workers in San Luis Obispo if the labor force exists in the county to meet the job requirements, and only reaches outside the county for workers when the industry providing the labor service no longer has available workers in the county to perform the task. In practice, workers from outside the county may outcompete workers in the county for jobs (e.g., by being willing to take the job for a lower wage or by having superior skills) in a manner that is not accounted for in the regional model. To the extent that workers commuting across county lines compete intensively for these jobs, the model will over-attribute induced spending of workers to San Luis Obispo County from household purchases that occur in the neighboring counties where commuting workers reside.

3.1.1 SPECIALIZED WIND PORT

The scope of the analysis encompasses the value of the regional output and employment effect resulting from the development and use of a specialized port in San Luis Obispo County for the assembly, maintenance and repair of OSW farms. Because a specialized wind port is necessary to receive the regional economic value from OSW development, and San Luis Obispo County does not currently have one, it is necessary to model the construction of a specialized wind port jointly with the development of large-scale OSW projects in the region.

The goal of the present study is to calculate the regional economic benefit to San Luis Obispo County from the development of 3 and 7 GW OSW capacity in and around the Morro Bay Call Area. The model does not encompass the full, economic value of constructing a specialized wind port in San Luis Obispo County, which might be used for the movement of other goods apart from OSW components. Therefore, this report considers solely the development of a specialized wind port used only for staging the assembly, installation and repair of OSW. Any additional regional economic value that can be generated from a specialized wind port from importing and exporting goods unrelated to OSW is not included in the report. The scope of economic benefits considered in this report is conservative, because developing a specialized wind port for OSW involves construction costs for elements such as a breakwater that would, in turn, economize on the cost of
expanding the footprint of a specialized wind port beyond the specialized needs required to create a hub for OSW.

Construction of a specialized wind port on the DCPP property occurs in the model over the 5-year period of 2024–2028. Constructing a specialized wind port for OSW will require an estimated 1,100 construction jobs per year at a total direct cost in the range of between $1.7 and $2.5 billion. The analysis considers only the direct job requirement of port construction (1,100 workers per year) to be sourced locally, as it is currently unclear where the materials used to construct the port, such as the breakwater and pilings, will be sourced. Considering only the direct job requirement for constructing a specialized port for OSW in San Luis Obispo County results in a conservative measure of the regional economic benefit, as all construction material required to be purchased for port construction is implicitly assumed to be sourced from locations outside of California. The total project cost, which is substantially larger than the direct labor cost component of the project, is included only to calculate the fiscal benefit of sales and use taxes in Section 5, which implies project spending on imported material is designated as a California sales transaction at the point of delivery to the port.

3.1.2 DEVELOPMENT OF A REPRESENTATIVE 1 GW OSW FARM

The timeline of a representative 1 GW OSW farm has 4 phases: planning & permitting (7 years), assembly (3 years), operations and maintenance (25 years), and sunset/decommissioning (3 years).

Figure 3.1 shows the average labor requirement for a 1 GW OSW farm during each phase of development in the case of a sunset period involving decommissioning of the OSW farm.

Figure 3.1. Average Labor Requirement for a 1 GW OSW Farm over the Life of the Plant
The planning phase for the first OSW farm occurs over the period 2022–2028, which coincides with the granting of a lease through a BOEM auction and the development of a specialized wind port in San Luis Obispo County, both of which must also occur over this time period to realize the regional economic benefits of OSW.

The assembly phase considers a 3-year assembly period for each 1 GW OSW farm, starting with the first 1 GW wind farm over the period 2029–2031. While OSW turbine assembly in the specialized wind port can potentially occur at a faster pace, for instance 500 MW per year (or 2 years per 1 GW OSW farm), a longer 3-year period is considered for each OSW farm to account for the logistics involved in arranging installation around weather events and conducting repairs for multiple OSW farms. The assembly phase will tend to be shorter for the first 1 GW OSW farm than for subsequent wind farms, because of the need to maintain space in the specialized wind port for turbine repair. For development of a field of 7 GW OSW farms, the assembly period involves staging the assembly of each 1 GW OSW in successive 3-year periods, so that assembly occurs for a total of 21 years for a total of seven 1 GW OSW farms.

The O&M phase for each 1 GW OSW farm consists of an operating life of 25 years (the O&M period) following turbine assembly and installation. For the first 1 GW OSW farm, the O&M period is 2032–2058, and the O&M period is set back by 3 years for each subsequent 1 GW OSW farm due to the staging of assembly in successive 3-year periods at the port.

### 3.1.3 Decommissioning and recommissioning provisions for a 1 GW OSW farm

The representative 1 GW OSW farm is decommissioned over a 3-year period coinciding with partial OSW farm operation and partial disassembly as OSW turbines are removed from the farm. For the initial 1 GW OSW farm, decommissioning occurs over the period 2057–2059. For each 1 GW OSW farm installed thereafter, the assembly period is pushed back 3 years by staged operations at the port, pushing back the sunset period by 3 years for each subsequent 1 GW OSW farm. During the sunsetting period, each 1 GW OSW farm comes back to port to be disassembled. Current requirements for decommissioning involve a 3-year decommissioning period; however, given the strong economic incentive to maximize the length of time on the water for individual OSW turbines, it is likely by 2059 that the period will be shorter for decommissioning (as well as for redeployment in the case of lease renewal).

Decommissioning occurs for each OSW farm after 25 years of operation and is accomplished two ways in the model:

- decommissioning, as required by BOEM lease agreements
- or recommissioning, which involves renewing or replacing the lease agreement to maintain 1 GW OSW on the leased area for a subsequent 25-years of operation.

The economic return for maintaining wind turbines on the water once the capital expenditure is sunk suggests that streamlined processes will be developed for decommissioning and replacing OSW farms by the end of the initial BOEM lease period.
In the case of decommissioning, the value of a 7 GW field of OSW farms is reduced by removing OSW turbines from the water at the end of each lease agreement. Under recommissioning, the benefit of a field of 7 GW OSW farms can be measured in perpetuity (i.e., as a renewable resource) by considering the annual benefit under an integrative lease process designed to keep wind turbines generating electricity and connected to the grid. In the case of recommissioning, each 1 GW OSW farm is replaced in a single, 3-year period rather than modeling separate decommissioning and assembly periods, where one 1 GW OSW farm is decommissioned for 3 years before the next 1 GW OSW farm can be assembled.

The design life of the wind turbine generator and the floating substructure that supports it coincides with an expected operating life of 25 years for OSW. After the 25-year life of an OSW farm, either the farm would need to be replaced or the turbines would need to be refurbished to extend the life of the units for another 25 years. Under the recommissioning option, each 1 GW OSW farm in the field of 7 GW OSW remains in service for electricity production, either by remaining in operation or by being replaced by another in an integrative fashion that handles the logistical challenges. Under recommissioning, the model economizes on what would otherwise be a 6-year transition period (3 years for decommissioning of the initial OSW farm, plus 3 years assembly for installing the replacement 1 GW OSW farm) with a single 3-year period that integrates the decommissioning and assembly phases. The decrease in time required to replace a 1 GW OSW farm with another at the end of each lease capitalizes on the economic benefit of maintaining wind turbines generating electricity for the grid during the transition given the availability of existing anchors and moorings and other fixed investments at the offshore site that reduce the deployment time for a subsequent OSW farm.

The labor requirement for an integrated recommissioning process is taken to be two times the onshore labor required during the initial assembly period (once for disassembly and again for reassembly), plus the labor required to reinstall each windmill to the existing cables and moorings at the offshore site. The use of two times the onshore labor component is consistent with recent experience at the WindFloat prototype in Aguçadoura, Portugal, in which wind turbines were brought back to shore and removed from the foundations for repair, and then the entire structures were reassembled, cleaned, repainted and installed back into service at the offshore site. The recommissioning scenario results in conservative regional economic value relative to the case of a decommissioning period for each 1 GW OSW farm, followed by approval and installation of an entirely new 1 GW OSW project through an uncoordinated process, as an orchestrated process economizes on direct project spending by combining the two phases into a single 3-year period.

The economic value from the recommissioning scenario is conservative because it assumes replacement at the end of the 25-year operating horizon with an identical 1 GW OSW farm. To the extent that turbine technology is superior 30 years from now, the economic value of a replacement 1 GW OSW farm will be larger than the value considered here in the recommissioning scenario; however, much of this benefit will be captured by an improved capacity factor of turbines that deliver electricity at a lower LCOE. That is, the benefit of supplying electricity at lower cost is received in the electricity market and not something that would necessarily affect the regional
supply chain and labor market that are the focus of this report. The labor market requirement to install a replacement 1 GW OSW farm is taken to be the same as the labor requirement for the representative 1 GW OSW farm today in terms of the number of employees needed at each stage of the process in Figure 3.1 above. The regional economic value is conservative by assuming that in 30 years there will still not be manufacturing capability for floating offshore platforms and turbines in California.

It should also be noted that conveying the electricity produced at each 1 GW OSW farm will require grid connection costs to provide interconnection and transmission to California’s electricity grid. The cost of constructing transmission lines for a field of 7 GW OSW farms will be lower to the extent that the suggested project makes use of the existing 500 kV transmission cables that currently connect DCPP to the electricity grid. This makes the Central California region highly attractive for OSW energy development. Nevertheless, substantial additional expenses will be needed to develop offshore spur lines to connect OSW farms to landfall via undersea cables that extend many miles out to sea, which will also require a supporting structure of sub-stations and terminals to connect cables at landfall with the existing onshore interconnection and transmission structure that exists at DCPP.

3.2 METHODS

The regional economic impacts calculated from OSW farm development in Central California reflect the “ripple effect” of new jobs and economic output that occurs when direct investments in the offshore wind industry complex lead to expansion in the production of upstream supply-chain inputs plus induced spending as new employee households increase local spending (e.g., grocery stores, auto dealerships and restaurants). It should be noted that economic impacts are different from economic viability or profitability. Economic impacts reflect expenditures and the extent to which inputs are locally sourced. Higher costs (that would reduce economic viability and profit) in fact lead to larger economic impacts.

Over time, economic impacts can change. As installed wind farm capacity in California increases, one might expect not only cost-reducing learning effects, but also an increase in the local share of input sourcing due to in-state investment in manufacturing specialized OSW inputs. To the extent that this type of specialized investment occurs, for instance if the ability to manufacture floating foundations for OSW develops somewhere in California, then the regional economic impact of OSW farm development on the Central Coast would be greater for the State of California than is captured here.

Regional economic impacts are increased by greater project expenditures as well as by a larger share of inputs that are locally sourced in the region. Thus, regional economic values differ from the overall economic value of a project because greater project expenditures raise total costs of electricity generation, harming economic value, while providing for greater regional stimulus. The regional economic value of OSW farms is usually limited to direct wind farm capital and operations and maintenance (O&M) costs, which are recovered through revenues derived from power purchase agreements. Port and transmission infrastructure improvements typically are
not included in regional economic values for OSW, which is why the regional economic benefit is calculated separately for the construction of a specialized wind port in San Luis Obispo County. Port infrastructure investments would likely be made by a terminal operator, with costs of port construction recovered through various fees paid by users of terminal facilities to the terminal operator. Similarly, transmission infrastructure costs would likely be incurred by PG&E or another electricity provider, with costs recovered by way of transmission access charges (TACs) paid by regional energy consumers.

Regional economic models are based on a set of input–output (I-O) production relationships in the county (and neighboring counties) where the investment occurs. Final goods such as wind energy are the outputs of the model, which requires a variety of input purchases to be made in a variety of upstream markets (supply-chain effects) to construct and operate the OSW farm. Upstream market purchases include labor from different industries and the purchase of intermediate goods (e.g., manufactured parts such as turbine blades, manufactured electrical components and raw materials such as concrete and steel). Some of these inputs can be locally sourced, while other inputs must be imported from outside the region as is presently the case for both turbines and floating foundations. I-O models use economic data on current workers and component manufacturers in affiliated industries at the county level to create a simplified, quantitative depiction of the ability to locally source inputs to meet the output requirements of a project, thereby capturing regional economic value.

This study utilizes the Regional Economic Models Inc. (“REMI”) Policy Insight Plus (“PI+”) model to estimate the current and future economic impact of OSW development on San Luis Obispo County and neighboring counties. REMI PI+ is a sophisticated economic modeling tool used by public agencies, consulting firms, nonprofit organizations and local governments to simulate the economic impact of a variety of public and private capital investments, including infrastructure development, energy projects and military bases.

The REMI PI+ model calculates the regional economic impact of OSW development in San Luis Obispo County using data on the local labor requirement to install, operate and decommission a field of 1 GW OSW farms at the specialized wind port. The REMI PI+ model is a dynamic I-O model that uses this data to determine the current impact of OSW farm development, as well as its forward-looking impact given historical changes in the business cycle and the ability of future workers and industry to migrate to the region. The results of the model are reported for each county individually.

The model provides output that quantifies the economic impact of a certain area of study, and for the sake of this report, allows results to be segmented on a county-wide basis into the number of jobs created, benefit to county GDP, and the general tax implications. In construction of the model, REMI PI+ uses audited data from public agencies such as the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis and the U.S. Census Bureau, as well as user inputted data to construct its larger model.

The resulting estimated impacts from the REMI PI+ model are segmented into direct, indirect and induced impacts. Direct impacts are directly related to the operations and growth of the base, for example a contractor who is hired to help build infrastructure for port expansion. Indirect impacts
are values related to economic growth in upstream industries catalyzed by spending at the port on OSW, for example a regional asphalt provider hired to provide road access to the specialized wind port. While the asphalt provider’s job is directly attributable to the needs of the port, it has no direct impact on port operations and therefore represents an indirect impact.

Induced impacts are ripple effects that occur at all points in the supply chain catalyzed by both direct and indirect impacts. For example, an induced impact from the road expansion project would be an asphalt quarry that hires additional employees to help service the increased demand for asphalt from the road expansion project to serve the port. While those jobs are created by the increased asphalt demand due to the infrastructure project to connect an existing road to the port, the new employees hired at the asphalt quarry are working neither directly at the port facility nor indirectly on the paving project, making the creation of this job an induced impact. The majority of induced impacts in the model arise from food, retail and housing purchases by workers employed directly and indirectly by OSW.

Most input–output models are static, meaning that inflation, employment and expenditures, for example, remain constant over time. However, this report uses the dynamic impact model built into REMI PI+ to project the estimated economic impact of OSW development over time. As this is a dynamic impact model, projections will be made based off the assumption of business cycle fluctuations reflecting historical trends. Estimates will be reported both for San Luis Obispo County as well as for the State of California.

Finally, it should be noted that the regional economic benefits calculated here are gross impacts of the OSW project rather than net impacts, and as such, may overstate actual benefits as an all–or–nothing comparison. That is, economic impacts to the region not immediately deriving from the construction and operation of an offshore wind facility are omitted in the report, even though the use of regional resources to provide inputs for the OSW project claims these resources from other alternative projects the region could pursue. For example, expenditure on a wind farm in California may displace expenditures on expansion of a commercial solar power plant. A net economic impact assessment of the value of OSW in relation to other potential investments in San Luis Obispo County would need to consider the foregone value of displaced economic activity.

The economic values calculated using the REMI PI+ model are presented both in terms of (undiscounted) lifetime job and output impacts and in terms of annual average impacts over various phases of project development. Undiscounted lifetime job impacts are calculated by multiplying the operational period of the project by the estimated number of annual operational period jobs, and then adding them together into a measure of the total full–time equivalent (FTE) jobs created by the project. For example, a project that provides 100 full–time jobs each year for a 10–year period provides a total economic benefit to the region of 1,000 FTE jobs and an annual average impact of 100 full–time jobs per year.
SECTION 4

RESULTS
4. RESULTS

The regional economic benefit to San Luis Obispo County from OSW development is predicated on the ability to serve floating OSW turbines in and around the Morro Bay Call Area from a specialized wind port. The specialized wind port serves as a hub for the assembly, maintenance, repair and eventually the decommissioning of floating OSW turbines.

The economic benefits are calculated in this report for an initial period of port construction. Port construction involves direct employment of an average of 1,100 workers per year for 5 years at a total cost of between $1.7 billion and $2.5 billion. Much of the material used to construct the port is projected to be sourced from regions outside the county and delivered to the port by marine vessel. For the calculation of regional economic benefits, the conservative assumption is made that none of the material is sourced from California, which implies the regional economic stimulus is driven only by the direct employment of 1,100 construction workers in San Luis Obispo County.

Construction of the port occurs over the period coinciding with the 7-year planning phase for the first 1 GW OSW farm, 2022–2028. Direct employment for port construction is projected to build over the first few years and reach a peak employment at around the midpoint of the port construction phase; however, a fully developed time schedule for employment is not available at this time.

The measures of economic effects considered in this report are:

• Output – business sales less the costs of materials and equipment produced outside of California
• Employment – the full-time equivalent jobs provided to California residents.

4.1 PORT CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS

Table 4.1 shows the regional economic value realized for San Luis Obispo County and the State of California over the 5-year period of port construction. Direct construction spending for a specialized wind port results in local stimulus in San Luis Obispo County of $2.02 billion ($405 million per year for 5 years) and the creation of approximately 11,825 full-time equivalent (FTE) jobs (2,365 per year for 5 years). Construction of a specialized wind port in San Luis Obispo County also stimulates the economy of neighboring counties, providing 234 jobs and $39 million in economic output for Santa Barbara County and 28 jobs and $5.8 million in economic output for Monterey County over the 5-year construction period. The overall impact in California, considering spill-over impacts to other regions in the state, is $3.00 billion ($599 million per year for 5 years) and the creation of 15,925 FTE jobs (3,185 annually for 5 years).
It should be noted that the regional economic impact model assigns available workers in San Luis Obispo County to jobs in San Luis Obispo County before considering workers available to take these jobs in other counties. Given the construction of a specialized wind port in San Luis Obispo County, jobs are provided to workers in San Luis Obispo County that may ultimately be captured by workers in neighboring counties who are able to outcompete workers in the county. This is particularly true for Northern Santa Barbara County given the proximity of the Santa Maria metropolitan area to Arroyo Grande in Southern San Luis Obispo County.

For comparison, a June 2019 analysis by the California Public Utilities Commission found that current decommissioning plans for DCPP will increase annual economic output in the San Luis Obispo County region by $724 million per year for 10 years and will result in the creation of approximately 4,934 FTE jobs annually for ten years (Roland-Holst et al., 2019). Development of a specialized wind port on the DCPP property may also serve to reduce transportation risks (i.e., accidents, injuries, fatalities) from DCPP decommissioning, as the use of barge transportation making use of the existing breakwater is projected to lower fatality risks by more than 40 percent. A more detailed study of specialized wind port construction to jointly meet the goals of DCPP decommissioning and OSW development, including potential labor substitution from decommissioning to port construction on the DCPP property, is beyond the scope of this report.

### 4.2 OFFSHORE WIND DEVELOPMENT IMPACTS

After the initial period of port construction, assembly can begin in the specialized wind port for the first 1 GW OSW farm in 2029. The economic value of OSW continues from that time through the staged assembly of 1 GW OSW every 3 years. Thus, the full development of a field of 7 GW OSW from a specialized wind port in San Luis Obispo County will occur over the 21-year period from 2029-2049. While California currently does not have a specialized wind port for assembling OSW turbines, it is possible that other specialized wind ports are developed in California during this time, allowing OSW turbines to be assembled and dispatched to the Central California region from other nearby
ports. This would accelerate the pace of development for installing up to 7 GW OSW in Central California and result in a final completion date prior to 2049.

After the initial installation of a field of 7 GW OSW in and around the Morro Bay Call Area, proximity between the OSW sites and the specialized wind port in San Luis Obispo will make the specialized wind port the primary area for repair and recommissioning of wind turbines. Given the high fixed costs and low variable cost of operating OSW turbines, the economics of maintaining 7 GW OSW in the region favor repair from the nearest port with available space to maximize the time turbines spend on the water and connected to the grid.

The regional economic value of OSW is constructed by considering the baseline value of a representative 1 GW OSW farm, and then modeling the staged development of seven identical 1 GW OSW farms over time. The economic value of a representative 1 GW OSW farm is calculated for two cases: decommissioning and recommissioning. Given that all 7 GW OSW would ultimately be removed from the water following decommissioning, the focus of the report is on the long-run economic value to the region from the perpetual renewal of OSW farms over time through recommissioning. Recommissioning economizes on redeployment time for the replacement of a 1 GW OSW farm at the end of the lease (from a 6-year period for decommissioning and assembly to a 3-year recommissioning period that bundles these phases together); however, bundling decommissioning together with redeployment increases the labor requirement for the 3-year period beyond that required for only decommissioning.

4.2.1 OSW 1 GW BASELINE WITH DECOMMISSIONING

Table 4.2 shows the regional economic value realized for San Luis Obispo County, neighboring counties and the State of California over the planning, assembly and operating horizon of a 1 GW OSW farm through the decommissioning phase. The regional economic stimulus provided by the 1 GW OSW farm over its lifetime results in output of $2.5 billion for San Luis Obispo County and the creation of 6,612 full-time equivalent (FTE) jobs over the period 2022–2059. The overall impact in California, considering spill-over impacts to other regions in the state is $3.7 billion and the creation of 11,368 FTE jobs during this period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Full-Time Equivalent Jobs</th>
<th>Total Output (million $)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County</td>
<td>6,612</td>
<td>$2,452.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>$77.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey County</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>$11.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of California</td>
<td>4,333</td>
<td>$1,164.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>California Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>11,368</strong></td>
<td><strong>$3,706.81</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The majority of the regional economic benefit is derived in San Luis Obispo County, because all direct jobs are sourced at the port. Santa Barbara County receives economic stimulus of $78 million and 364 FTE jobs over the period due to the alignment of jobs and workers in the model at the location of the specialized wind port. In the event that a specialized wind port for OSW assembly and repair is sited in Santa Barbara County rather than San Luis Obispo County, the distribution of economic benefits between the two counties essentially would be reversed, with Santa Barbara County then becoming the source of output and job creation in the model. While some of this outcome is driven by the nature of the model, which assigns jobs to workers in the county where direct spending occurs whenever qualified workers in the county are available to provide it, the stark difference in regional economic benefits across counties illustrates the fact that direct spending at the specialized wind port is the origin of job creation. The regional supply chain to support a 1 GW OSW farm begins and ends at the port.

The regional economic benefit realized over this time period is largely concentrated during the assembly and decommissioning phases of the project, as shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. After a small amount of employment and output benefits generated during the planning phase, regional employment and output spike during the 3-year assembly period 2029–2031. During the O&M period for the 1 GW OSW farm, regional job creation and output falls from the level achieved during assembly and stabilizes. Annual jobs and output creation have a positive gradient during this period due to the dynamic adjustment in the REMI PI+ model, which builds the regional employment base through population growth in San Luis Obispo County as the 1 GW OSW farm causes labor migration into the county, increasing the size of the labor force by providing a reliable source of head-of-household jobs. After the 25-year O&M period of the OSW farm, regional employment and output spike a second time during the 3-year decommissioning period from 2057–2059.

Figure 4.1. Distribution of Employment Impacts over the Horizon of a 1 GW OSW Farm
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the top sectors stimulated by direct employment at the specialized wind port facility for OSW in San Luis Obispo County for indirect and induced employment, respectively. In terms of indirect employment, the largest industry stimulated by direct spending at the port is administrative and support services (60%), followed by regional supply chain development in the professional, scientific and technical services industry (14%). The increased demand for manufactured components at the specialized port facility for OSW in San Luis Obispo County stimulates regional supply chains for professional, scientific and technical support, presenting an opportunity for collaboration with Cal Poly and stimulating regional job creation for Cal Poly graduates in engineering fields in local consulting firms and support industries. The influx of jobs in professional, scientific and technical support fields and other related aspects of the regional supply chain can be further facilitated through independent investment in the Cal Poly Technology Park and furthering industry partnerships in affiliated technical fields that support OSW.
Table 4.3 shows the distribution of jobs, average annual wages, total employee compensation and total output for a 1 GW OSW farm in terms of direct, indirect and induced impacts. Average annual wages and total employee compensation includes wages and fringe benefits paid for by employers.
Table 4.4 breaks down output and job creation into annual averages over the various phases of the operating horizon of a 1 GW OSW farm, including the final decommissioning phase that removes it from the ocean. The regional economic stimulus provided by the 1 GW OSW farm over its lifetime results in the highest annual employment level during the assembly period, which provides an average of 589 full-time jobs each year for workers in San Luis Obispo County and 941 full-time jobs each year in California. The decommissioning period results in the greatest output creation, averaging $218 million per year for San Luis Obispo County and $326 million per year for California during the 3-year decommissioning period.
4.2.2 OSW 1 GW BASELINE WITH RECOMMISSIONING

In the recommissioning scenario, the decommissioning phase for the 1 GW OSW farm is paired with redeployment of a replacement 1 GW OSW farm in the ocean in a new (or renewed) lease agreement. Table 4.5 shows the regional economic value realized for San Luis Obispo County and the State of California over the construction and operating horizon of a 1 GW OSW farm that includes a 3-year recommissioning phase that maintains the 1 GW OSW farm on the water at the end of the period.

Table 4.5. Output and Job Creation from a 1 GW Wind Farm with Recommissioning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Full-Time Equivalent Jobs</th>
<th>Total Output (millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County</td>
<td>6,999</td>
<td>$2,677.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>$84.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey County</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>$12.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of California</td>
<td>4,611</td>
<td>$1,263.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Total</td>
<td>12,059</td>
<td>$4,037.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The regional economic stimulus provided by the 1 GW OSW farm over a lifetime that includes recommissioning and replacement results in output of $2.68 billion for San Luis Obispo County and the creation of 6,999 full-time equivalent (FTE) jobs over the period 2022–2059. The overall impact in California considering spill-over impacts to other regions in the state is $4.04 billion and the creation of 12,059 FTE jobs during this period. Comparing entries in Tables 4.2 and 4.5, recommissioning the 1 GW OSW farm generates an additional $225 million for San Luis Obispo County ($331 million for California) and the creation of an additional 387 FTE jobs for San Luis Obispo County (692 for California) over the period.

Table 4.6 breaks down output and job creation into annual averages over the various phases of the operating horizon of a recommissioned 1 GW OSW farm that is placed back into service at the end of the horizon. The regional economic stimulus provided by a recommissioned 1 GW OSW farm over its lifetime is identical in the first three phases (planning, assembly and O&M), with the additional output and job creation concentrated in the final 3-year recommissioning phase. Comparing entries in Tables 4.4 and 4.6, the added value of recommissioning over decommissioning over the 3-year decommissioning period for the project involves an additional 129 full-time jobs per year in San Luis Obispo County (230 full time jobs per year in California), resulting in additional economic output of $71 million per year in San Luis Obispo County and $110 million per year in California.
4.2.3 MULTIPLE OSW FARMS: THE CASE OF 7 GW OSW DEVELOPMENT

In the case of 7 GW OSW development in Central California, the initial spike in output and employment during the assembly phase is extended over a longer period due to the staging of individual 1 GW OSW farms in successive 3-year periods at the specialized wind port. Staged assembly of a field of 7 GW OSW also prolongs the economic benefit from recommissioning multiple OSW farms, as the lease period is set back by 3 years for each successive OSW farm through overlapping leases to accommodate available space at the port for assembly. The analysis of the 7 GW OSW development includes the economic value created by constructing a specialized wind port in San Luis Obispo County because it is unlikely that industry partners will materialize to fully develop 7 GW of OSW in Central California without commitment in the region to provide reliable port access for repair and service in proximity to the OSW farms.\textsuperscript{51}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic Stimulus</th>
<th>Planning</th>
<th>Assembly</th>
<th>O&amp;M</th>
<th>Decommission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jobs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey County</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of California</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>941</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output (millions)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County</td>
<td>$2.61</td>
<td>$152.69</td>
<td>$52.88</td>
<td>$293.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>$5.02</td>
<td>$1.67</td>
<td>$8.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey County</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>$0.77</td>
<td>$0.26</td>
<td>$1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of California</td>
<td>$0.80</td>
<td>$68.36</td>
<td>$26.18</td>
<td>$132.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$3.52</td>
<td>$226.85</td>
<td>$81.01</td>
<td>$435.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textbf{Staged assembly} of a field of 7 GW OSW prolongs the economic benefit from recommissioning multiple OSW farms.
The time horizon for the REMI model extends through 2060, which is not enough to capture the full cycle of development for a 7 GW OSW field given the staged decommissioning horizon that extends through 2077. For this reason, the analysis of a 7 GW OSW field is decomposed into two parts. First, the model is run for staged assembly and deployment of a field of 7 GW OSW farms without decommissioning or recommissioning at the end of the horizon (which would otherwise capture the decommissioning period for only the initial 1 GW OSW farm through 2059). Then the value of a 7 GW OSW field is captured in perpetuity by incorporating the additional value of recommissioning for a representative 1 GW OSW at the end of the lifecycle of each 1 GW OSW farm.

This process allows the annual economic value to be calculated in a long-run steady state comprised of a 28-year combined O&M (25 years) and recommissioning (3 years) phase for each OSW farm. The long-run steady state value captures the annual value of operating and recommissioning a 7 GW field of OSW farms in a perpetual replacement cycle that begins on the date the final OSW turbine is installed in the 7 GW field.

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the regional economic benefit realized over the time period 2022–2060 without the additional value generated by decommissioning (recommissioning) of each 1 GW OSW farm. After an initial spike in regional economic benefits during the period of port construction, the economic benefits during the assembly period are prolonged by the staged assembly of 7 GW OSW. The annual economic benefit rises steeply during this period, both for jobs and output, because this period includes O&M for previously assembled 1 GW OSW farms as staging occurs between the assembly phases of each 1 GW OSW farm. The regional economic benefit subsequently drops off in 2058 due to removal of the decommissioning (recommissioning) period from the REMI PI+ model runs.

**Figure 4.5. Distribution of Employment Impacts over the Horizon of a 7 GW OSW Field**
The trend toward rising annual output and employment levels during the O&M period in which all 7 OSW farms are in operation reflects the dynamic adjustment elements in the REMI PI+ model, which builds up the locally sourced labor pool over time as workers gain experience in the OSW industry. For this reason, the regional economic value is greater for San Luis Obispo County and for California for the second 1 GW OSW farm than for the first and so on, compounding the annual economic benefits realized in the region as a greater level of OSW development occurs over time.

Table 4.7 shows the regional economic value realized for San Luis Obispo County and the State of California over the planning, assembly and operating horizon of a 7 GW field of OSW farms, absent recommissioning. These values include the construction of a specialized wind port during the planning phase prior to assembly of the OSW farms. The regional economic stimulus provided by the 7 GW field of OSW farms without decommissioning or replacement results in output of $15.0 billion for San Luis Obispo County and the creation of 44,960 full-time equivalent (FTE) jobs over the period 2022–2060. The overall impact in California is $22.5 billion and the creation of 72,162 FTE jobs during this period.
The entries in Table 4.7 encompass the economic value of port construction provided in Table 4.1. Netting out the port construction impacts in Table 4.1, the development of a 7 GW field of OSW in the specialized wind port provided an additional 33,135 (56,238) jobs and additional output of $13 billion ($19.5 billion) in San Luis Obispo County.

Table 4.8 breaks down output and job creation into annual averages over the various phases of the operating horizon absent recommissioning. The port construction period overlaps with planning for the first 1 GW OSW farm, and the assembly period is staged over 21 years and involves the transition of assembled OSW farms to O&M toward the end of the assembly period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.8. Average Annual Output and Job Creation over Key Operating Phases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic Stimulus</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jobs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output (millions)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The entries in Table 4.7 encompass the economic value of port construction provided in Table 4.1. Netting out the port construction impacts in Table 4.1, the development of a 7 GW field of OSW in the specialized wind port provided an additional 33,135 (56,238) jobs and additional output of $13 billion ($19.5 billion) in San Luis Obispo County.

Table 4.8 breaks down output and job creation into annual averages over the various phases of the operating horizon absent recommissioning. The port construction period overlaps with planning for the first 1 GW OSW farm, and the assembly period is staged over 21 years and involves the transition of assembled OSW farms to O&M toward the end of the assembly period.
The regional economic stimulus provided by a 7 GW field of OSW farms over its lifetime results in the highest annual employment level during the O&M period. The O&M period for a 7 GW field of OSW provides an average of $503 million in annual output and 1,075 full-time jobs each year for workers in San Luis Obispo County and $773 million in annual output and 1,926 full-time jobs each year in California.

Table 4.9 derives annual steady-state values from periodic recommissioning and redeployment of 7 GW OSW for perpetuity. The steady-state values represent the annual O&M value for continued operation of a 7 GW field of OSW farms plus the additional benefit from periodic recommissioning of each 1 GW OSW farm, staged in 3-year periods that begin with the first OSW farm in 2059. Specifically, the average annual regional economic benefits are derived in perpetuity by calculating the economic value for each variable over a 28-year rolling horizon that begins with the O&M period 2050–2058 in which all 7 OSW farms operate, followed by a 21-year recommissioning phase involving the staged reassembly and redeployment of successive 1 GW OSW farms over 3-year intervals at the port.

Table 4.9. Annual Output and Job Creation from 7 GW OSW for Perpetuity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Full-Time Equivalent Jobs</th>
<th>Total Output (millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County</td>
<td>1,389</td>
<td>$686.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>$21.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey County</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>$3.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of California</td>
<td>1,006</td>
<td>$331.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>California Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,488</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,041.54</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The annual average output level resulting from periodic recommissioning and redeployment of 7 GW OSW is $686 million in annual output and 1,389 full-time jobs each year for workers in San Luis Obispo County and $1.04 billion in annual output and 2,488 full-time jobs each year in California. The interpretation of these values is the long-run average economic value to the regional economy from operating a mature field of OSW farms that perpetually recommissions and maintains 7 GW of OSW in the Central California region.

The steady-state average regional economic values represent an approximation, because a fully integrated process for maintaining a 7 GW field of OSW farms would be driven by strong economic incentives to maintain OSW turbines on the water, generating electricity for the maximum number of days. By the time the first OSW farm begins the recommissioning process in 2059, the solution to this problem may ultimately involve a different staging process for OSW turbine replacement than the one considered here in which each 1 GW OSW farm is recommissioned in a 3-year period following its 25-year operating period.
The entries in Table 4.9 are conservative for two reasons. First, replacement of each 1 GW OSW farm, which begins in the year 2059, is with another baseline 1 GW OSW farm built with currently available technology. By 2058, it is possible that technological advances will increase the economic value of reinstalling an OSW farm on a new or renewed lease. Second, the value during the recommissioning period for each 1 GW OSW farm is taken as the added value of recommissioning for the baseline 1 GW OSW farm considered above. This suppresses the dynamic adjustment feature of the REMI model, under which the value of subsequent recommissioning periods is elevated based on the experience gained by the regional workforce from recommissioning the first 1 GW OSW farm.

### 4.2.4 SMALLER SCALE DEVELOPMENT: THE CASE OF 3 GW OSW

The potential to develop 7 GW of OSW in and around the Morro Bay Call Area depends on the ability to reach an agreement with the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) for an expanded OSW planning area. In the event that an expanded OSW planning area is not identified in and around the Morro Bay Call Area, it is possible to develop a smaller, 3 GW field of OSW farms in the 311 square mile area encompassed by the existing Morro Bay Call Area.

In the case of 3 GW OSW development in Central California, the initial spike in output and employment during the assembly phase is contracted to a 9-year period due to the staging of individual 1 GW OSW farms in successive 3-year periods at the specialized wind port. The analysis of the 3 GW OSW development scenario includes the economic value created by constructing a specialized wind port in San Luis Obispo County, because the regional economic benefit of OSW development is centered around job creation at the port.

Table 4.10 shows the regional economic value realized for San Luis Obispo County and the State of California over the planning, assembly and operating horizon of a 3 GW field of OSW farms, absent recommissioning. These values include the construction of a specialized wind port during the planning phase prior to assembly of the OSW farms. The regional economic stimulus provided by the 3 GW field of OSW farms generates output of $7.67 billion for San Luis Obispo County and the creation of 28,422 full-time equivalent (FTE) jobs over the period 2022–2060. The overall impact in California is $11.7 billion and the creation of 44,282 FTE jobs during this period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Full-Time Equivalent Jobs</th>
<th>Total Output (million $s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County</td>
<td>28,422</td>
<td>$7,662.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County</td>
<td>1,140</td>
<td>$232.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey County</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>$35.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of California</td>
<td>14,547</td>
<td>$3,766.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>California Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>44,282</strong></td>
<td><strong>$11,697.24</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.11 breaks down output and job creation into annual averages over the various phases of the operating horizon for a 3 GW field of OSW farms, absent recommissioning. The port construction period overlaps with planning for the first 1 GW OSW farm, and the assembly period is staged over 9 years and involves the transition of assembled OSW farms to O&M toward the end of the assembly period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic Stimulus</th>
<th>Port Construction</th>
<th>Assembly</th>
<th>O&amp;M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jobs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County</td>
<td>2,365</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey County</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of California</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>California Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,185</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,249</strong></td>
<td><strong>858</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output (millions)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County</td>
<td>$404.52</td>
<td>$200.88</td>
<td>$176.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County</td>
<td>$7.79</td>
<td>$4.05</td>
<td>$5.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey County</td>
<td>$1.15</td>
<td>$0.67</td>
<td>$0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of California</td>
<td>$185.91</td>
<td>$103.13</td>
<td>$98.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>California Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$599.38</strong></td>
<td><strong>$308.74</strong></td>
<td><strong>$280.98</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following the bump in employment during port construction, the regional economic stimulus provided by a 3 GW field of OSW farms over its lifetime results in the highest annual employment level during the assembly period. Relative to a 7 GW field of OSW, employment and output levels tick downward in the O&M period as the regional economy is less active in supporting the smaller field of OSW farms due to a decreased need for maintenance and repair. The O&M period for a 3 GW field of OSW provides an average of $176 million in annual output and 483 full-time jobs each year for workers in San Luis Obispo County and $281 million in annual output and 858 full-time jobs each year in California.

Table 4.12 derives annual steady-state values from periodic recommissioning of a 3 GW field of OSW farms for perpetuity. The steady-state values represent the annual O&M value for continued operation of a 3 GW field of OSW farms plus the additional benefit from periodic recommissioning of each 1 GW OSW farm, staged in 3-year periods that begin with the first OSW farm in 2059. The
average annual regional economic benefits are derived in perpetuity by calculating the economic value for each variable over a 28-year rolling horizon that begins with the O&M period 2038-2058 in which all three OSW farms operate, followed by a 9-year recommissioning phase involving the staged reassembly and redeployment of successive 1 GW OSW farms over 3-year intervals at the port.

Table 4.12. Annual Output and Job Creation from 3 GW OSW in Perpetuity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Full-Time Equivalent Jobs</th>
<th>Output (millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County</td>
<td>617</td>
<td>$254.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey County</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of California</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>$132.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>California Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,098</strong></td>
<td><strong>$396.05</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The annual average output level resulting from periodic recommissioning and redeployment of 3 GW OSW is $255 million in annual output and 617 full-time jobs each year for workers in San Luis Obispo County and $396 million in annual output and 1,098 full-time jobs each year in California. The interpretation of these values is the long-run average economic value to the regional economy from operating a mature field of OSW farms that perpetually recommissions and maintains 3 GW of OSW from a specialized wind port in San Luis Obispo County.
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5. FISCAL IMPLICATIONS

Development of OSW farms in Central California have fiscal implications for San Luis Obispo County. The fiscal impact of the project is composed of tax revenue derived from several components:

- property taxes on assessed land improvements at the specialized wind port
- unitary taxes assessed on PG&E from the use of transmission and distribution lines in San Luis Obispo County
- sales and use taxes on personal consumption of workers employed at the port facility
- sales and use taxes on OSW capital expenditure
- income taxes on employee wages
- corporate taxes on value added in the regional supply chain.

The fiscal implications depend on renewable energy credits and other aspects that may result in certain components of project expenditures being exempt from state and local taxes. For imported equipment delivered to the port such as turbines, towers and floating sub-structures, the ability to tax these expenditures depends on the ability of the county to declare imports as an originating transaction that occurs at a specialized wind port. For this report, fiscal implications are calculated gross of any tax credits that may be applied.

Local taxes include property and excise taxes paid to municipalities by workers in the jobs generated by the construction- and operating-period employment reflected in Tables 4.6–4.8, as well as property and other local taxes by the companies employing those individuals. State taxes include income and sales taxes paid by individuals as well as payroll, income and other taxes paid by the companies that employ those individuals. The taxes are thus proportional to the total direct, indirect and induced economic effects provided in these tables. However, these totals do not represent all taxes paid by companies whose output is only partly affected by the changes in demand attributable to construction and operating periods of offshore wind energy installation and maintenance, port construction and terminal operation.

5.1 PROPERTY TAXES FROM LAND IMPROVEMENTS AT THE SPECIALIZED WIND PORT

Property taxes in San Luis Obispo County are levied at a 1 percent rate on land improvements resulting from development of a specialized wind port in San Luis Obispo County. The projected capital expense required to construct the port is in the range of $1.7 billion to $2.5 billion. Using the cost of developing a specialized wind port as a proxy for the change in assessed land improvements, constructing a specialized wind port in San Luis Obispo County would result in annual property taxes to the county of $17–25 million per year.
5.2 UNITARY TAXES ON ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION BY PG&E

The County of San Luis Obispo currently receives unitary taxes and franchise taxes from PG&E from the operation of DCPP. In the 2019–2020 tax year, unitary tax revenues in San Luis Obispo County accounted for $23.6 million in annual taxes, 85% of which was paid by PG&E. By far, unitary taxes represent the largest revenue source for the county from DCPP.54

California bases the unitary tax on the combined total corporate income of multi-state and multi-national corporations by applying a formula to determine the total amount of income the corporation realized within California. The State of California assesses the unitary tax on individual corporations as well as groups of companies who operate together as a “unit” and then divides the total tax receipt for each unit at the state-level into shares of taxes received by each county. For the case of PG&E, unitary taxes are assessed by the State Board of Equalization (BOE) at the same 1% rate as property taxes using Historic Cost Less Depreciation (HCLD) as the basis for the assessment. The current board-adopted value for PG&E as the basis for unitary taxes is $31.2 billion.55

With the planned closure of DCPP and potential development of OSW, the unitary tax received by San Luis Obispo County will change based both on changes in the HCLD for PG&E and shifts in the share of capital costs attributed to the county from electricity distribution. Absent OSW development, the prospective closure of DCPP will reduce PG&E’s HCLD following a decrease in annual operating costs; however, this drop in operating costs will be offset to some extent by increased storage and maintenance costs for nuclear material. As existing power generated by DCPP is replaced by electricity generation elsewhere, it is likely that the HCLD of PG&E increases, although the share of capital costs attributed to San Luis Obispo County can go up or down depending on capital investment required to upgrade the transmission infrastructure for power delivery from alternative uses such as OSW.

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) estimates required investments in transmission infrastructure for a 1 GW OSW farm site with an average distance to cable landfall of 45km to be $1.62 billion.56 These costs, which include grid connection costs for an offshore spur line, would be incurred by PG&E (or another contractor in its unit) as part of the basis for the unitary tax. Each region in California would be entitled to a share of the unitary tax revenue proportional to the change in PG&E’s HCLD realized within the region.

Based on the estimated transmission infrastructure cost of $1.62 billion for a 1 GW OSW farm, the total cost of developing a 7 GW field of OSW would be approximately $8.13 billion.57 Of this investment, the majority of the transmission line would be situated in federal waters, outside the tax jurisdiction of the state. The taxable proportion of grid connection costs for an offshore spur line to a 7 GW field of OSW can be calculated according to the share of the transmission infrastructure passing through California waters, which is the territory extending 3 nautical miles (5.6 km) from the shore at mean low tide. These costs would include both the share of the transmission line residing in California and the cost of the substation at the cable landfall. An approximation of the share of grid connection costs attributed to California would be $\frac{12.44\%}{5.6/45} \approx 12.44\%$. Based on this increment, the increase in unitary taxes for San Luis Obispo County from a 7 GW field of OSW would be approximately $10 million per year.
5.3 SALES AND USE TAXES ON OSW SPENDING

Sales and use taxes are assessed on taxable sales in California at a rate of 7.25%. In addition, counties and municipalities can charge an additional local sales tax of up to 2.5% through special sales tax jurisdictions. Currently, special tax jurisdictions in San Luis Obispo County provide an additional assessment of 0.5% for Grover Beach, Arroyo Grande, Pismo Beach and Paso Robles for a combined, effective tax rate of 7.75% for purchases made in these communities. While it is possible that a specialized wind port authority can levy an additional assessment for OSW spending at the port, the values provided here consider sales and use taxes only at the 7.25% rate.

The overnight capital cost for a floating 1 GW OSW farm is projected to be $4.1 billion, of which roughly 30% is comprised of turbine capital cost and 36% for the support structure (including the floating substructure, lines and anchors for mooring systems, and array cables). These OSW components will be imported, at least in the short-term.58

Sales and use taxes can be assessed on California transactions at the specialized wind port, even for imported goods if the transaction occurs in California. If the capital spending on turbines and the support structure for a 7 GW field of OSW farms is taxed, taxable spending during the 21-year assembly and installation period for OSW would result in California sales and use taxes of $1.4 billion. Based on a 28-year replacement standard for each 1 GW OSW farm, the annual sales and use taxes for California in a long-run steady state with periodic recommissioning would result in $49.8 million per year in additional sales and use taxes for the State of California at prevailing OSW capital costs.

5.4 SALES AND USE TAXES, CORPORATE TAXES AND INCOME TAXES FROM AFFILIATED SPENDING

The development of OSW also generates local taxes from income and induced spending by OSW workers, as well as corporate taxes on the value added in the regional supply chain from the companies employing those individuals. State taxes include income and sales taxes paid by individuals as well as payroll, income and other taxes paid by the companies that employ them.

Table 5.1 presents the estimated annual increase in California state taxes from maintaining a 3 GW vs a 7 GW field of OSW farms for perpetuity. Corporate income taxes are based on value-added created in the regional supply chain, personal income taxes are levied on worker incomes, and sales taxes on retail purchases are derived from disposable income. The effective tax rate for each component is calculated using data from the California Legislative Analyst’s Office as the average tax collected in each category as a share of economic activity that occurred in the state over the period 2017-2019. The effective rate for the corporate income tax is taken to be the corporate tax bill as a share of value-added, and the retail sales tax is taken to be the retail sales and use tax revenue as a share of personal consumption expenditures spent on taxable items in the state. Development of a 3 GW field of OSW farms results in an additional $27 million per year in California tax revenue, whereas a 7 GW field of OSW farms contributes $76 million per year in California tax revenue.
Table 5.1. Annual Taxes from Regional Economic Development of 3 GW vs. 7 GW OSW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Tax</th>
<th>Effective Rate</th>
<th>Basis (millions)</th>
<th>Tax (millions)</th>
<th>Basis (millions)</th>
<th>Tax (millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Income Tax</td>
<td>0.9078%</td>
<td>$187.37</td>
<td>$1.70</td>
<td>$463.23</td>
<td>$4.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Income Tax</td>
<td>8.3508%</td>
<td>$218.61</td>
<td>$18.26</td>
<td>$652.26</td>
<td>$54.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail Sales Tax</td>
<td>3.7515%</td>
<td>$187.22</td>
<td>$7.02</td>
<td>$556.54</td>
<td>$20.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>$26.98</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>$79.55</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5 SUMMARY OF FISCAL IMPLICATIONS

Table 5.2 provides a summary of the annual fiscal implications for maintaining a mature field of 3 GW vs. 7 GW OSW in and around the Morro Bay Call Area. Estimated property taxes from land improvement from investment in a specialized wind port facility are taken at 1% of the midpoint of the estimated capital investment. Unitary taxes on the capital cost of infrastructure is fully attributed to San Luis Obispo County, including the share of spending that occurs in state waters in addition to onshore investment. State taxes amortize the cost of recurring capital investment for recommissioning OSW farms, which assumes imported capital is recorded as a taxable transaction on state land at the port. Taxes from regional income and spending are taken from Table 5.1 and suppress the additional county-level 0.5% retail sales tax from worker spending in special tax jurisdictions in Grover Beach, Arroyo Grande, Pismo Beach and Paso Robles.

In the case of a 3 GW field of OSW development, tax values are proportionally smaller due to the smaller scale of the project with the exception of property taxes from the specialized wind port. The basis for the increase in assessed value of the property taxes is taken at the low end of the range of cost estimates for the case of 3 GW OSW development and at the high end of the range for the case of 7 GW OSW development. Detailed information at this time is not available to confirm whether or not the cost of port construction would materially differ in the case where the specialized wind port was constructed to support a 3 GW or a 7 GW field of OSW farms.
## Table 5.2. Summary of Annual Fiscal Benefits from 3 GW vs 7 GW OSW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tax Basis</th>
<th>3 GW Field</th>
<th></th>
<th>7 GW Field</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>County Taxes (millions/yr)</td>
<td>State Taxes (millions/yr)</td>
<td>County Taxes (millions/yr)</td>
<td>State Taxes (millions/yr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specialized Wind Port</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property Taxes</td>
<td>$17.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSW Capital Spending</td>
<td>$21.33</td>
<td></td>
<td>$49.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transmission Infrastructure</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unitary Taxes</td>
<td>$4.34</td>
<td></td>
<td>$10.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regional Spending</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Income Tax</td>
<td>$1.70</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Income Tax</td>
<td>$18.26</td>
<td></td>
<td>$54.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail Sales Tax</td>
<td>$7.02</td>
<td></td>
<td>$20.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$21.34</strong></td>
<td><strong>$48.31</strong></td>
<td><strong>$35.12</strong></td>
<td><strong>$129.33</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SECTION 6

CONCLUSION
6. CONCLUSION

The development of up to 7 GW OSW in and around the Morro Bay Call Area represents a considerable opportunity for job and economic output impacts. However, the logistical challenges associated with building and operating a field of OSW farms and the associated specialized wind port that supports them are substantial. If a specialized wind port for OSW turbine assembly and repair is not constructed in San Luis Obispo County, then the regional economic benefits of jobs and economic output creation would occur instead in the county that provides the port. In contrast, the State of California would retain much of the economic benefit of OSW development if another county in California provides the specialized wind port.

Construction-phase impacts during the 5-year period of port construction generate 11,825 full-time equivalent (FTE) construction jobs in San Luis Obispo County and 15,925 construction jobs overall in California, stimulating $2.02 billion in additional economic output for San Luis Obispo County and $3 billion in economic output for California. These impacts on economic output and jobs include port terminal and transmission infrastructure improvements as well as the first stage of wind farm development and planning operations.

Following the period of port construction and OSW planning, assembly of 1 GW OSW farms is staged over time in a 3-year period for each OSW farm. For a 3 GW field of OSW farms, construction of a port followed by staged assembly of 1 GW OSW farms over a total of 9 years provides 28,422 FTE jobs in San Luis Obispo County and 44,282 FTE jobs in California over an operating horizon through 2060. Developing a 3 GW field of OSW farms generates $7.66 billion in economic output for San Luis Obispo County and $11.70 billion in economic output for California through the year 2060. Additional jobs and economic output would be realized during the decommissioning period of the field, which extends well beyond the horizon of the REMI model in 2060 and is therefore not considered in the model.

For a 7 GW field of OSW farms, construction of a port followed by staged assembly of 1 GW OSW farms over a total of 21 years provides 44,960 FTE jobs in San Luis Obispo County and 72,162 FTE jobs in California over an operating horizon through 2060. Developing a 7 GW field of OSW farms generates $15 billion in economic output for San Luis Obispo County and $22.51 billion in economic output for California through the year 2060. As in the case of a 3 GW field of OSW farms, additional jobs and economic output would be realized during the decommissioning period, which is not considered in the model.

Perpetual operation of a mature 3 GW or 7 GW field of OSW farms produces considerable regional economic benefits each year. Perpetual operation of a mature 3 GW field of OSW farms results in the creation of 617 jobs per year in San Luis Obispo County and 1,098 jobs per year in California and provides additional economic output of $254 million per year in San Luis Obispo County and $396
million per year in California. Perpetual operation of a mature 7 GW field of OSW farms results in the creation of 1,389 jobs per year in San Luis Obispo County and 2,488 jobs per year in California and provides additional economic output of $686 million per year in San Luis Obispo County and $1.04 billion per year in California.

Fiscal benefits to San Luis Obispo County are predominantly driven by property taxes on land improvements at the specialized wind port, which generates between $17-$25 million per year in local property tax revenues. The considerable cost of developing the necessary transmission infrastructure to provide grid connection for a 3-7 GW field of OSW farms to the existing connections at DCPP provides a tax benefit to the county as well. Based on the taxable change in the cost of the transmission infrastructure, the development of a 3 GW field of OSW farms is projected to result in increased unitary taxes for San Luis Obispo County of $4.3 million per year, whereas the development of a 7 GW field of OSW farms is projected to result in increased unitary taxes for San Luis Obispo County of $10.1 million per year.

The fiscal impact to the State of California is comprised of sales and use taxes on personal consumption expenditures resulting from worker spending, corporate income taxes on value added by companies in the regional supply chain, and the state income taxes on employed workers. Using effective tax rates derived from data provided by the California Legislative Analyst’s Office, perpetual operation of a mature 3 GW field of OSW generates $27 million per year in California tax revenue, whereas a 7 GW field of OSW generates $79.6 million per year in California tax revenue from the projected economic activity created by OSW.

Over time, economic impacts can change. As installed wind farm capacity in California increases through planned developments in Central and Northern California, learning effects are likely to further reduce costs, and investment in OSW manufacturing capabilities in California would allow a greater share of inputs to be locally sourced. Changes along these lines will result in greater regional economic benefits in the long-term for floating OSW development in California.
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1 A power plant with a 50% capacity factor produces twice as much power per day as a power plant with the same nameplate capacity and a 25% capacity factor.


9 This calculation is based on a capacity factor of 50% for OSW. The exact amount of generating capacity needed to meet state renewable energy targets in 2050 depends on future demand growth driven by electrification and the capacity factor of the power source, which is rapidly increasing for OSW.


11 A capacity factor of 50 percent is equivalent to achieving the full nameplate capacity of the OSW farm for 12 hours per day with zero electricity generation for the remaining 12 hours per day.
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Private costs of OSW include the opportunity cost of delaying the time wind turbines spend on the water by the extra travel days from a more distant port, which will be passed through into consumer electricity prices though higher LCOE for the change in duration the wind turbines produce electricity for the grid (i.e., the extra days required for transportation during periods of turbine installation and repair).

A specialized wind port for OSW assembly and repair ultimately may be provided in a neighboring county; however, the regional economic benefit considered in this report presumes the port is constructed in San Luis Obispo County.

To the extent economies of scale exist in developing the transmission infrastructure for a 7 GW field of OSW, using the NREL cost approximation for a 1 GW OSW farm as a scalar for field development costs will over-estimate actual transmission infrastructure costs for 7 GW field of OSW.

The National Defense Authorization Act for FY2021, recently passed by U.S. Congress, includes amendments that ensure that the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (OCSLA) applies to offshore wind farms. The amendments have the potential to increase the share of transportation costs captured by American-built vessels in the offshore wind fleet under the Jones Act.